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The problem 
CHAP'rER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to provide for the 
enrichment of descriptive vocabulary by the construction 
of a Workbook containing a series of visual experiences 
stressing awareness and recognition of color and shape to 
amplify pupils' experiences, encourage keener observation 
and discrimination, and promote the acquisition of new and 
more concrete words for the communication of these 
experiences. 
I 
II 
I 
The importance of training the senses to further 
educational aims cannot be stressed too much. Thirty-eight II 
11 years ago Eliot argued: 
"The best part of all human knowledge has come by 
exact and studied observation made through the senses 
of sight, hearing, taste, touch and smell. The most 
important part of education has always been the 
training of the senses through which the best part of 
knowledge comes •••• 
It follows from these considerations that the 
training of the senses should always have been the 
prime object in human education at every stage, that 
prime object it has never _been and is not today." 
1/ Eliot, C. w., Changes Needed in American Education, 
nepartment of the Interior, Bureau of Educational 
Bulletin, 1916, Number 10, Gove:r>n.."'lent Printing Office, 
Washington, pp. 5-6. 
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Source and justification 
Contributing to this problem of low descriptive 
ability are: inadequate provision in textbooks for the 
development of this skill, emphasis by teachers on form of 
writing rather than content, and the lack of effective 
objective scales for evaluating descriptive ability. 
A study made by members of the faculties of Andover, 
ll Exeter, Lawrenceville, Harvard, Princeton and Yale, in 
1952, revealed the confusion still existing in the field 
of instruction in written composition: 
"Probably in no other art or craft is there as 
little agreement concerning approved techniques of 
instruction as in the field of the teaching of 
writing. Standard methods range from a thorough 
disciplined grounding in grammar and rhetoric, with 
reliance on handbooks and textbooks and exercises, 
meticulous checking of errors, correction, revision 
and rewrite, to strong emphasis on imagination, 
fluency, color, 'creativity.' 
Some teachers specialize in exposition and the 
well-knit paragraphJ others in the light, informal 
personal type of writing; some ask students to deal 1 
almost entirely with literary mate~ials; others, with ~ 
personal experiences outside the classroom. Some 
teachers sacrifice practice in writing to wide reading; 
others reverse the process. And there appears to be 
n o s::!.gnificant objective evidence that one set of 
techniques actually produces skill in composition and 
language better than any other set, so long as each is 
carried forward with skill and imagination and so long 
as standards are maintained. Yet controversy is sharp, 
most observers a r e dis sat i sf ied with the general 
state of student writing , and so important is skill in 
language that we should know 'what works best.' 
1/ A Committee Report, General Education in School and 
Colleie, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1952, 
pp. 5 -56. 
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The committee is uncertain whether an objective study 
of composition is practicable. If it is, we should 
urge some foundation to undertake it, for such 
knowledge should be of tremendous value to education 
today." 
Improved descriptive ability should influence social 
communication to some extent by creating much more 
satisfactory rapport between speaker and listener in 
situations utilizing description. This, in turn, should 
lead to some gain in poise and emot~onal stability. 
From the days of Comenius to the present, many 
educators have recognized the value of sensory experiences 
as a primary factor in the growth of knowledge and the 
11 i mp rovement of communication. In 1952, Smith strongly 
recommended experiences to develop greater language skill 
and keener observation: 
"Since language is a social instrument, use of it ~· 
is conditioned largely by the stage of social 
development of the individual and by the richness of 
experience which his surroundings offer him. Both 
what he is capable of thinking or expressing and the 
ease with which he communicates will depend upon the 
breadth of his experience and the rapport he has I' 
developed with others. I 
Breadth and depth of experience come from an 
increased range and persistence of interests, from I 
sharpened observation and from quickened insight into II 
the daily contacts of life." 
1/ Smith, Dora v. (Director), The English Language Arts, 
Prepared by the Commission on the Eng1 ish Curriculum of 
the National Council of Teachers of English, 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1952, 
pp. 16 and 48. 
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v I Radke, in 1940, aptly summarized the advantages of I 
I just such a problem as the writer has planned: 1 
"It is confidently assumed that when a student 
has been he lped to react to life more keenly, when 
his sensory equipment has been properly awakened, 
when discriminating observation has heightened his 
own pleasure in experiences, there will be aroused 
in him a desire to share these experiences with 
others. Then will come the realization of the need 
for more concrete specific words with which to enable 
others to live vicariously the experiences he himself 
has enjoyed. Herein, we believe, lies the logical 
approach to training in vocabulary building and 
expression." 
Scope and limitations 
The series of experiences has been constructed to 
encou~age keener observation through lessons directing 
attention to surroundings, especially in the areas of color I 
and shape; and to create a desire for the acquisition of j 
words appropriate to describe these . experiences. 
The Workbook, consisting of eighteen teaching lessons 
or series of experiences with a Pretest and a Final Test, 
is divided into five sections: 
Experiences I - V: Sharpening observation 
Experiences VI - X: Emphasizing color 
Experiences XI - XV: Stressing shape 
Experiences XVI - XVIII: Correlating observation 
of color and shape 
Tests: A Pretest and Final Test 
y Radke, Frieda, Living Words, The Odyssey Press, 
New York, 1940, p. ix. 
,: 
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The experiment requires a period of four weeks: 
eighteen days for the eighteen daily series of experiences 
and two days for the tests. Although the writer intends 
the experiment for eighth-grade classes, the material is 
adaptable to any junior-high-school class. 
The writer has planned a test which can be used when 
this Workbook is evaluated at some future date. The test 
is to be administered both as a Pretest and as a Final Test. 
Thus one indication of growth in descriptive ability will 
be the improvement of the individual as indicated by a 
comparison of his two tests. 
"Color" will not be taught as either a subject in 
physics or art. Color words that have stood the test of 
time in the commercial world, color terms derived from 
nature, and color words for personal description will be 
included. 
Words that identify color more -specifically and 
characterize colorful items will supplement the study of 
color. Blazing red or glowing sapphire rather than red or 
sapphire results in more vivid imagery in the minds of the 
listeners or readers. Friendly brown eyes rather than 
brown eyes adds personality and concreteness to color 
pictures. 
Although the writer does not plan at present to test 
the effectiveness of the Workbook in an actual classroom 
situation, she looks forward eagerly to the time in the 
5 
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~uture when she may do so. 
Assumptions 
The ability to describe is a subsidiary ~orm o~ other 
ll 
types of speaking and writing; therefore, increased skill 
in description should result in some corresponding 
improvement in the other areas of communication. 
Currently accepted psychological theories hold t hat 
the individual is a highly complex organism and that he 
2/ 
reacts to his environmental situations as a whole;-
therefore, it would be impossible to sharpen the sense of 
sight to the exclu-sion of reactions by the other senses. 
Train ing the sense of sight should incidentally affect the 
othe l" senses and lead to some sharpening and r efinement in 
those areas as well. 
The writer, realizing the value of i mprove d 
descriptive skill, believes that a method of te a ch ing 
description based on sound psychological and educational 
principles can be devised to train pupils to observe li~e 
more k eenly , to notice specific details of color and shape, 
and to gain words for expressing their experiences. Such 
experiences should result in a significant gain in 
descriptive vocabulary. 
1/ Canby, Henry H. and Others, Engl ish Composition in 
'T'heor•! and Practice, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1915, 
P• 25 • 
I \ '~ 
I 
,I 
2/ Alberty, Harold, Reorganizing the High-School Curriculum, I 
'The Macmillan Company, New York, 1949, p. 47. 
~ 
'I 
vv·hen the V'Jorkbook is evaluated as a method for 
!I improving descriptive ability, the writer feel s confident 
I that certain desirable outcomes will be realized: 
I 1. Widened horizons and deeper appreciation of one's II 
jl environment 
i 2. Greater sensitivity to words and a desire to attain 
I greater precision and fluency in communication 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
3. Enrichment of lives through focusing attention upon 
11 color 11 and 11 shape 11 and realizing their i mportance 
both in life and in communication. 
4. Expanded vocabulary especially in the area of 
description 
5. Improved quality of oral and written description 
I 
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because of keener observation, greater attention to il 
details, better habits of concentration, and an 
·I 
\ 
l1 
I 
increase in vocabulary. 
Definitions 
Enrichment (subject) is 11 the act or process of 
increasing the quality or quantity of the offering in a 
1/ 
subject of education. u- Enrichment of descriptive 
vocabulary should be achieved by the pupils in this experi-
ment through an increase in the number of words known and 
1 through choice of more vivid specific words to fit the 
II 
I l/ Good, Carter V., Dictionary of Education, McGraw-Hill 
I Book Company , Inc., New York, p. 151, (1945). 
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situation because of a growing sensitivity to the various 
shades of meanings of words. 
Visual experiences are planned exercises utilizing 
the sense of sight. Basic materials will be actual life 
situations supplemen~ed by such visual aids as: objects, 
films, flat pictures and banners. Thus learning will 
proceed from the concrete (through concrete and semi-concret 
materials) to the abstract (the acquisition of words with 
meaningful content). 
Awareness and reco gnition of color is the "sensation 
produced by the light waves of different frequenci es 
reaching the human eye which is then transmitted to the 
brain together with the necessary data to identify it as 
1111 
red, blue, or some other hue. 
Awareness and recognition of shape, according to the 
writer 's interpretation, is the sensation produced by the 
'I light waves of different frequencies reaching t h e human eye 
which i s then transmitted to the brain together with the 
necessary data to identify it as round, square, or some 
other rec ognizable form. 
Observation has various interpretations that extend 
from the narrowest concept of merely seeing, to the act of 
perception which includes all the senses, to the mos t 
comprehensive one which comprises both the process of 
1 Kent, Lenore, Paint Power, Thomson-Ellis-Hutton Company, 
altimore, 1947, p. 125. 
' s 
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perception and apperception. In "The Art of Seeing," 
y 
observation is ·defined as "constructive looking, not mere 
curiosity, but examination for a purpose with reference to 
both cause and effect. 11 A fine explanation was advanced 
_gj 
by Spillman: 
"To behold is fatally easy but to observe requir·es 
that myriads of brain cells be fully mobilized -
and put into action, giving the power of comparing, . 
combining, constructing and retaining. 11 
In her problem, the w~iter proposes to interpret the 
term in a rather restricted sense: the act of perceiving 
mainly through the sense of sight; that ·is, visual acuity 
plus the act of apperception. 
Discrimination is "the act of making or recognizing 
differences and distinctions; ability to make fine 
:§./ . 
distinctions." This skill can seemingly be improved to 
some degree by focusing attention on existing differences, 
both slight and great, between various hues and shapes. 
1/ Woodbury, Charles and Elizabeth 1N. Perkins, The Art of 
ITeeing, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1925, p. 9. 
y Spillman, Harry Collins, Personalitt' The Gregg 
Publishing Company , Boston, 1919, p. 3 • 
~Thorndike, E. L. and Clarence L. Barnhart, High School 
Dictionary, Scott, Foresman and Company, New York, 1952, 
p. 282. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Expressional needs of pupils 
The expressional needs or boys and girls are: rirst, 
ideas, and second, words with which to convey these ideas to 
others orally or in writing. Thus, the primary aim in 
teaching communication is to provide rich experiences to set 
thought processes into motion. Emphasis should be placed 
first upon improving the pupils' ability to observe, to 
feel, and to think. Enriching sensory experiences may, in 
turn, help pupils to increase their vocabulary in order to 
gain precision and greater fluency in communicating these 
happenings to others. 
Areas of research covered 
This chapter will attempt to support the premise that 
pupils' ability in oral and written description can be 
improved through experiences which encourage keen 
observation and discrimination and require the acquisition 
of new words for transmitting these experiences. To 
realize this improvement, it is important to: 
1. Base instruction on sensory perception 
2. Sharpen pupils' observation 
3. Expand pupils' vocabularies 
-10-
4. Stress awareness and recognition of color as one 
of the many contributing factors in expanding 
pupils 1 experiences and vocabularies 
5. Stress awareness and recognition of shape as 
another one of the many contributing factors in 
expanding pupils' experiences and vocabularies 
6. Use improved methods of instruction resulting from 
a study of some experiments and research already 
conducted in this area. 
Sensory perception for learning 
It is generally believed that the teaching of the 
concrete should precede the abstract. However, there seems 
to be a wide gap between the practice of giving this truism 
1i lip service and actually applying it, especially in the 
I 
secondary school. 
11 
Cameron, in discussing the indictment of many 
educational reformers that education deals too largely 
with words and not enough with things, quotes two older 
authorities, Comenius and Rousseau. 
Comenius (1592-1670} maintained: 
11 Since the beginning of knowledge mus t b e with 
the senses, the beginning of teaching should be made 
by dealing with natural things. The object must be 
a real, useful thing, capable of making an impression I 
on the senses. To that end it must be brought into . 
communication with them; if visible, with the eyes; 
1/ Cameron, Edward Herbert, Educational Psychology, 
The Century Company, New York, 1927, pp. 211-212. 
11 
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if audible, with the ears; if tangible, with the 
touch; if odorous, with the nose; if sapid, with the 
taste." 
Rousseau (1712-1778) was no less insistent on the value 
of sharpening sensory perception, especially in the matter 
of observation: 
"In general, never substitute the sign for the 
thing itself, save when it is impossible to show 
the thing; for the sign absorbs the attention of 
the child and makes him forget the thing represented." 
Rejecting the dull memory type of teaching of the 
earlier schools, and basing his instruction on development 
from within: sensory perception, reasoning, individual 
judgment, and oral instruction, Pestalozzi (1746-1827) laid I 
the foundation of our modern elementary school.; Pestalozzi, 
!I 
according to Green .and Collie, listed as his fourth and 
fifth principles: 
11 The right time for asking children to deso_ribe 
things is when they know them so clearly that any 
further experience is not likely to add to their 
clearness •••• 
Knowledge begins in experience and not in words." 
His conclusion was that careful attention to sensory 
experience is the foundation of meaningful learning. 
The importance of training in perceptual experiencing 
. ?:/ 
was recognized by Monroe, DeVoss and Reagan, who listed 
1 Green, J. A. and Frances A. Collie, Pestalozzi 1 s 
1.1\ ritings, Longmans, Green and Company, New York, 1916, 
P• 97-98. 
2/ Monroe, Walter s., James c. DeVoss and George w. Reagan, 
~ducational Pszchology, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 
Garden City, 1930, p. 20. 
I 
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it second among the major learning activities and stated: 
"It is important for us to realize that perceptual 
responses are learned responses. Much richer, fuller 
and more definite are an adult's perceptions as 
compared with a child's because of years of 
accumulated experiences." · 
Since learning is a continuous process, training in 
sensory perception should be furnished to pupils throughout 
all their school years to assist them in gaining greater 
knowledge and understanding. Elementary-school curricula 
include many perceptual-training opportunities; but it is 
at the junior-high-schoot level that abstract teaching 
increases as a teaching technique and continues to increase 
in emphasis throughout the remaining school years. Because 
of this trend, vital concrete experiences are needed for 
supporting this difficult learning . 
. !I 
Webster and Smith, in enQmerating ten character-
istics of adolescent children and explaining how 
compositional methods may be adapted to their peculiar 
needs, placed third: 
"~ intensif'ication of' the sensory ROwers of 
junior-high-school bo!s ~ girls. A third quality 
of adolescent boys an girls which has pedagogical 
meaning is their delight in all that appeals vividly 
to the eye or the ear, to the sense of taste, smell , 
or touch. The import ance, then , of concrete 
presentation ·of educational material to children at 
this stage in their development must not be forgotten." 
I/ Webster, Edward H. and Dora V. Smith, Teaching English 
in the Junior High School , World Book Company , 
Yonkers-On-Hudson, 1921, p. 303. 
I 13 
Important in the study of sensory perception, as in 
every other aspect of education, are the individual 
dirferences in pupils. The teacher must accept the child 
at his own level and aid him in making progress 
commensurate with his capacities. Pupils vary in their 
Perceotual abilities ror many reasons. As expressed by i/ 
Race:- 11 We are what we are because of race, sex, degree or 
maturity, inheritance, intelligence and experience." The 
writer believes it is possible to improve the pupils' 
sensory racility except, perhaps, in the case of serious 
sensory defects; and, even then, that the other senses may 
'be sharpened to help compensate ror specific losses. 
Observation 
Since the ability to observe affects intellectual 
and aesthetic growth, it is desirable to know some of the 
essentials of eff ective observation, the obstacles, the 
means of improvement, and the advantages of improving 
this raculty. 
2/ 
Clarke- presented the most exhaustive list of 
essentials to the power of observation that the writer 
could rind. Ten were enumerated: 
. 1/Race, Henrietta v., The Psychology of Learning Through 
~xperience, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938, p. 301. 
g/ Clarke, Edwin Leavitt, The Art of Straight Thinking, 
D. Appleton and Company, New York, 1929, PP• 108-117. 
14 
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11 ~, The power to perceive 
(This capacity depends on the possesBion of 
reasonably efficient sense organs.) •••• 
2. Being in the proper place to observe 
(One must be in the vicinity of the thing which 
he scrutinizes and under reasonably favorable 
conditions of light and quiet.) •••• 
3. Mental maturity 
(Children's vivid and uncontrolled imaginations, 
limited backgrounds, and untrained power of 
discrimination handicap them seriously here.) •••• 
4. Mental normality 
(Those with mental abnormalities will be less 
competent observers.) •••• 
5. All-round alertness 
{Numerous controlled experiments have shown the 
extent to which we fail to be alert and, the r efore, · 
to observe competently.). ... I 
6. A capacity for reasonably accurate estimate 
without the aid of measuring instruments 
{Experiments have shovm that many people are 
seriously deficient in their power to observe 
numbers, lapse of time, rate of motion, and 
source and quality of sound.) •••• 
'7. Ability to make fine discriminations 
{Care must be taken to distinguish between what 
15 
our senses tell us is true and what is illusory.) •.• 
8. A good knowledge of the particular field in which 
observation is to take place 
(Knowledge and practice greatly increase the 
ability to observe.) •••• 
9. Knowledge of what one wants to see 
{One sees little except when he tries to see 
something in particular .) •••• 
10. Mental poise 
(This includes freedom from excitement at the 
time of the observation ~nd freedom from 
prejudicing habits .) •••• ' II 
I 
I 
I 
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Many people wander through life in a sort of sensory 
rut, with a disinterested and unobserving acceptance of 
what goes on in the world about them. This results in hazy 
observations and inaccurate memories which, in turn, lead y 
to ineffectual transmissions of experiences. Fletcher 
advanced two reasons for these unseeing Reople: "lack of 
sufficient interest and concentration." As corrective y 
measures, he offered the following advice: 
"1. Focus the attention by means of interest upon 
the material to be studied or learned. The 
broader the sphere of interest the wider will be 
the field in which you can observe and remember. 
2. Interest is the device for attracting attention, 
for making the subjeest more palatable. But once 
'the attention is attracted to the subject, all the 
mental powers must be focused on it, for a greater 
or shorter length of time, to the exclusion of all 
else, if the subject is to be vividly implanted 
upon the mind. This focusing is what is called 
concentration, and it has been truly termed 
'the measure of a mind's greatness.' 
3. Train your senses to observe sharply and in detail 
as wide a scope of things as possible." y 
Spill man treated the subject in this manner: 
"Accurate sight is the result of concentrated 
viewing of objects. Therefore, to cultivate the 
power of sight we must cultivate the force of will. 
We must get the knack of attending vigorously and 
exclusively to the matter at hand •••• 
Learning to see is to a great extent a process 
of elimination, a shutting out from thought as well 
as from view distracting subjects and objects. As 
~Fletcher, Aflan L., 
arden City Publishing 
g/ Ibid., P• 55. 
How To Train and Improve Your Memory, 
Company, Garden ~ity, 1948, p. 52. 
y Spillman, Harry Collins, Op cit., pp. 40-41. 
I 16 
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we put blinders on a spirited animal to confine his 
view, so must we use the will to align our focus, 
making it direct and purposeful. 'i 
Two specific procedures for improving observation 
mentioned by some writers are: the most elementary kind of 
observational exercises whereby through definite practice 
we gradually learn to increase and refine our power of 
sight; and second, the benefit of the experiences of others 
which we can secure by reading. The habit of jotting down 
details at the time of observations is usually advised so 
that greater accuracy and precision will result. 
ll 
Helen Keller, being deprived of the sense of sight 
and hearing, trained and intensified the sense of touch 
until it became ~iraculously delicate and responsive. She 
counseled us about intense observation: 
"I who am blind can give one hint to those who 
see - one admonition to those who would make full use 
of the gift of sight: Use your eyes as if tomorrow 
you would be stricken blind. And the same method can 
be applied to the other senses. Hear the music of 
voices, the song of a bird, the mighty strains of an 
orchestra, as if you would be stricken deaf tomorrow. 
Touch each object you want to touch as if tomorrow 
your tactile sense would fail. Smell the perfume of 
flowers, taste with relish each morsel, as if tomorrow 
you could never smell or taste again. Make the most 
of every sense; glory in all the facets of pleasure 
and beauty which the world reveals to you through the 
several means of contact which Nature provides. But 
of all the senses, I am sure that sight must be the 
most delightful." 
1/ Keller, Helen, "Three Days To See," Atlantic Monthly, 
TJanuary, 1933), P• 16. 
1? 
Teachers should encourage pupils to become more 
keenly aware of their environment. One way in which this 
can be accomplished is through helping pupils realize the 
difference between using their eyes as a mere convenience 
and as a means of enriching their lives. Bydeveloping 
the sense of sight, their experiences are expanded, new 
thoughts are aroused, emotions are stirred, new interests 
are acquired, and excellent material is thereby furnished 
for more natural and meaningful communication. Essential 
t a the foundation of oral and written communication are the 
pupils' experiences and observations coined into sentences 
by their minds. Before they can write or speak effectively, 
they must see, interpret and discriminate. 
1/ 
Commented Smith: 
"Upon the number and vividness of these sense 
impressions depend both our intenseness in living and 
our success in writing. As someone once remarked 
concerni ng Caesar's famous message, 'I came, I saw, 
I conquered,' even Caesar had to see before he 
could conquer.'" 
vocabularx 
Since one of man's most important activities is the 
communication of ideas, it is evident that one of his most 
important resources is his vocabulary. "The child's ability 
1/ Smith, Reed, Learning To Write, Little, Brown and Company, 
~oston, 1938, p. 474. 
18 
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~ 
to read, to speak, to write, and to think are inevitably · -11 
11 ' 
conditioned by his vocabulary," claimed Seegers. Therefore J 
assisting pupils in developing vocabularies is one o£ the 
greatest single responsibilities of a teacher. 
The close relationship between the size of vocabulary 
and intelligence has been shown in many research studies. 2/ . 
Spache- discovered that a fairly accurate prediction of 
ship between intelligence and language -- Is the greater 
language maturity among the brighter ch~ldren the result 
of greater intellectual potentiality, or, is superior 
intelligence due to more advanced language experience? 
Numerous authorities could be cited to support the premise 
that linguistic development is a function of native intelli-
gence. However, it is interesting to note a few opponents. 
i] Seegers, J. Conrad, "Vocabulary Problems in the . 
!'lementary School," Elementary English Review, (May, 1939), 
Vol. 16, p. 199. 
2/ Spache, George, "The Vocabulary Tests of the Revised 
~tanford-Binet as Independent Measures of Intelligence," 
Journal of Educational Research, (March, 1943), Vol. 36, 
PP• 512-516. 
y Thorndike, Robert L., "Two Screening Tests of Verbal 
Intelligence," Journal of Applied Psychology, (1942), 
Vol. 26, pp. 128-135. 
!I Garrison and Garrison argued: 
"Language is primarily responsible for intellectual 
development. Through language the individual acquires 
knowledge from the past which is greatly beneficial 
to him. With good language and communicative facility 
he has a superior means of acting and reacting, which 
thereby influences his intellectual and mental growth." 
gj 
Thorpe, as a result of experimenting, claimed: 
"A child can raise his intelligence quotient by 
improving his reading skill. There is evidence that 
one's intellectual level as determined by verbal 
intelligence test scores is contingent upon the 
possession of language skills." 
'§./ 
Traxler held the factor of intelligence constant and 
went on to illustrate the evident relationship between 
vocabulary and school success through comparing vocabulary 
and total scores on the Stanford Achievement Tests. The 
breadth of a child's vocabulary seems unquestionably to 
affect his success in school subjects. 
The practice of having pupils gain new words through 
actual experiences is highly recommended. A statement 
pertinent to this topic was offered by Race: 
y 
i} Garriso~, s. C. and K. C. Garrison, The Psychology of 
~lementari School Subjects, Johnson Publishing Company, 
New York, 1929, p. 159. · 
gj 'Thorpe, Louis, Child Pstchology and Develo~ment, 
The Ronald Press Company, ew York, 1946, p. 03. 
3/ Traxler, Arthur, "Relationship Between Vocabulary and 
Cfeneral Intellie;ence," Elementary School Journal, 
(February, 1945), Vol. 45, pp. 331-333. 
!/Race, Henrietta, Op. cit., pp. 196-19?. 
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"All science and all social and intellectual 
relations necessitate the expression of ideas into 
words that grow out of experience; so it is that 
language grows as experiences multiply. Words are 
the most important and final representation of ideas. 
As civilization develops and experiences increase, 
so must language grow and change to meet the new daily 
demands. For neither life nor language is static." 
1/ 
Kitchin- explained the interdependence of experience 
and words: 
"When anyone has a new experience, he is a little 
uncomfortable until he can label it with a word or an 
expression. And if he hears a new word, he is equally 
uncomfortable until he can . relate the word to the 
experience which gives it meaning. Just as the 
cultural content of any language is an index to the 
cultural history of the people who speak it, so is the 
vocabulary which an individual uses and responds to an 
index of his own experience. His grammar patterns, 
together with his vocabulary, reflects his social and 
economic level, his vocation and his hobbies, his 
family life, his religion, and his politics. One 
increases his vocabulary not by looking up lists of 
isolated words in dictionaries but by increasing his 
range of experiences." 
Once pupils are conscious of the tremendous importance 
of vocabulary and have commenced to expand theirs, the next 
step is clearly indicated, that of developing greater 
precision in the selection of words. They should be 
encouraged to aim for this precision in expression in order 
to secure definite and clear comprehension and to determine 
shades of meaning. 
Knowing the important role that words play in our lives, 
every teacher should conscientiously endeavor to prompt 
pupils to expand and refine their vocabularies. 
1/ Kitchin, Aileen T., "The Language Belongs To Them," 
The English Journal, (September, 1950), Vol. XXIX, p. 3?4. 
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Aware~ess and recognition of color 
The writer feels that no other single factor in our 
surroundings adds more to our pleasure than color. Color 
contributes zest to our existence. Without it, life would 
be drab, indeed. lmagine a world with everything and 
everyone in it viewed in shades of gray or blackl Then, 
too, the loss to descriptive vocabulary of all the color 
words would be immeasurable. 
Life can be enriched in many ways, but in his book, 
1/ 
"The Enrichment of the Common Life, 11 Haggerty- gave color 
preeminence by discussing it first: 
"Man is born into a world of color •••• Pleasure in 
color is his racial heritage; it is also the natural 
experience of his individual life. Constantly he 
enriches his life by learning lessons from the book 
of nature and by using colors where they increase his 
satisfactions in the things he handles and lives with. 
To the natural, unspoiled person, color is as necessary 
as air and food. 
The natural world is woven through with color and 
rhythm, with balance and harmony, with forms and 
spaces, with light and shadows that constitute a great 
reservoir from which man may draw for ·enrichment of 
the artificial life that develops around him in the 
course of his effort to live a fully rounded and an 1 
efficient existence. '.l.'hey are a storehouse from which 1 
he may draw to ensure and to increase the durable \ 
satisfactions of life.u I 
Unless the mind is trained t o perceive and appreciate, 
no matter how beautiful the conditions of life may be, that 
beauty will be entirely wasted upon the individual. 
1/ Haggerty, Melvin, ~nrichment of the Common Life, 
~niversity of Minneapolis Press, Minneapolis, 1938, 
PP• 11-12. 
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ll Paul, in advocating just such training, especially 
stressed color: 
"Time spent in sharpening our senses is time well 
invested ror securing that clearer riner thinking 
which brings as one of its chief advantages more and 
better materials for speech. Thus, pupils should 
learn to distinguish more accurately and to name the 
various shades of color. Nature runs riot in the 
greens of spring, in the gorgeous paintings or the 
autumn woods and skies, and in the diverse tintings 
or a gray, rainy day. The 'chec.kered shade' cast by 
the summer foliage, _the outlines of the bare trees 
mezzotinted on the snow by the winter moon, the charm 
of light and shadow which we may discover stamped any 
bright day on our ordinary cement walk •••• All these 
contribute to a world of beauty to which many are 
blind." 
. ~ . 
Untermeyer and Davidson, in a treatise on poetry, 
dwelt briefly on the matter of color: 
"Perhaps the commonness of color in the universe 
has made us careless of it; the various hues, their 
values and variations of intensity, slip by without 
notice. The inadequacy of our color vocabulary can 
be convincingly demonstrated by an attempt to describe 
a moonlit landscape with its delicate gradations or 
the changes which come over the sky at dawn; despite th 
fact that we may ~ something striking, we cannot 
convey it to the reader •••• 
The power or visual description can and should 
be cultivated as a part of one's general education." y 
Brooks discussed the growth of color perception: 
"The ability to discriminate the simpler colors 
matures rapidly from the age of one and a half years 
to that of four, at which stage the mature level is 
almost reached. The discrimination of shades of the 
s~e color does not develop so early. Studies indicate 
I/ Paul, H. G.,Better Everyday English, 
Lyons and Carnahan Company, New York, 1934, p. 26. 
2/ Untermeyer, Louis and Carter Davidson, Poetry, 
~rcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1934, p. 26. 
~Brooks, Fowler D., Child Psychology, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, 193?, p. 215. 
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that at age seven and eight approximately 50 per cent 
of the children tested were unable to discriminate 
any shades of red, saying that they all looked alike. 11 
ll Strang, in her discussion of the growth of color 
perception and sex differ.ences, claimed: 
rrchildren do not usually learn to name colors I, 
correctly before the age of three; they usually acquire ' 
this ability incidentally by the age of five. At six, 
most children can match colors of various hues and 
intensities. A few children show sensitivity to color 1 
harmony as early as the fourth year. At all ages girls ' 
tend to be more sensitive to colors than are boys, but 
they are not always superior in color discrimination." y 
Abbott remarked concerning the number of color words 
in the English language that 11 So far, about r/ ,000 colors 
and shades have been tabulated, but standard dictionaries 
list only about 3,400 words for colors and shades.'; Thus, 
tbs possibilities of increasing the pupils' vocabularies 
by the addition of color words are quite inexhaustible. 
However, certain pupils will be somewhat handicapped in 
color study because of either partial or complete inability 
to perceive color. 
Of importance to the teacher desiring to train pupils 
in greater color awareness and recognition is the fact 
that total color blindness is apparently quite rare. 
y Strang, Ruth, An Introduction to Child Study, · 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1951, p. 183. 
2/ Abbott, Arthur G., The Color of Life, 
McGraw-Hill Company, Inc .. , New York, 194'7, p. 141. 
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This fact is verified by Johns, who also makes this 
interesting observation: 
"Color confusion, the faulty learning of the names 
of colors and the inability to identify colors 
correctly by name, is common. Tests made during World 
War II showed that 20 per cent of the draftees between 
the ages of 19 and 35 had faulty color discrimination. 
Training in identifying colors reduced this to 11 per 
cent within a year. The remaining 9 per cent did not, 
or could not, profit by instruction." 
The data of the quoted authorities seem to indicate 
that there is a challenging opportunity for teachers to 
interest junior-high-school students in observing color, 
aid in developing their powers of color discrimination, 
correct errors already existing in identifying certain 
colors, and encourage the expansion of "color" vocabularies. 
Awareness and recognition of shape 
Admittedly the topic of shape receives less attention 
than that of color. Nevertheless, shape is a necessary 
factor in our scheme of living and, therefore, focusing 
?J 
some attention upon it should prove beneficial. Kingsley 
mentioned its importance thus: 
"Every individual must get on in a world of' natural 
objects. ':Che perception of natural objects (their 
nature, qualities and form) is a basic necessity. A 
good start in this direction has been made by the time 
the child enters school. But the imperfections and 
limitations of object perception at this age are so 
great that the school has both an opportunity and a 
1 Johns, Ralph Leslie, Psychology in Everyday Living, 
arper ~d Brothers, New York, 1950, p. 178. 
gj Kingsley, Howard L., Nature and Conditions of Learning, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1946, p. 289. 
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duty in enrichment, extension and refinement." 
The relative importance of shape as compared with 11 . 
color was cited by Evans: 
"Color and shape are the chief properties that 
give objects their own individual characters. or the 
two, color is frequently the less important as far as 
recognition of the object is con cerned . 
gJ 
Breckenridge and Vincent asserted: 
".Judgments of shape must, like those of size, be 
learned. Oddly enough we do not see shape 
instinctively any more than we do size, but rather, 
must learn how to react accurately to the factor of 
shape." 
~ Griffith, in discussing this topic, cited the 
differing abilities that exist: 
"Definite practice in judgments of length, area, 
shape or size should occur in the school. If not, 
pupils acquire this skill as a sort of by-product of 
outside activities. This means that most of us have 
we 
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to get along as best we can with levels of skill that .
1 
are more the result of accident than they are of 
steady practice. This may be one of the reasons why 
children differ so widely in ability in these respects. ' 
The actual skill we acquire must depend, of 
course, upon the amount of practice we have had in 
judging the length of lines, the size of areas, and 
the shape and form of the objects around us. We know 
that those who have to work with shapes and positions 
of objects do acquire a high level of skill •••• 
In looking at so co~mon an object as a postage 
stamp, fo r example, or in hearing a melody ·played by 
an orchestra, some children can note and describe an 
astonishing number of details. Other children can note 
and describe not much more than the presence or absence 
~Evans, Ralph M., An Introduction to Color, 
ohn Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1948, p. 1. 
2/ Breckenridge, Marion E. and E. Lee Vincent, 
~ild Development, W. B. Saunders, 1943, p. 349. 
3/ Griffith, Coleman R., Psychology AHplied to _!eaching and 1
1 rearning, Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., ew York, 1939, 
pp. 279 and 294. 
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of the object as a whole. These differences are due 
to differences in training. One of the purposes of 
perceptual t -raining is to create a rich world in which 
to live." 
There is some reason to believe that form discrimina-
tions are among the first, if not the first made by the 11 . 
growing child. Thompson made this observation: 
"Investigations have shown that as early as the 
sixth month of life some concept of form has been 
developed; that children can correctly discriminate 
and manipulat e spatial forms without being able to 
recognize them by name." 
Regarding the growth of perception of general forms y 
and letter forms, Breckenridge and Vincent claimed: 
"Most children cannot use a form board with 
accurate discrimination of both size and shape until 
they are four years old. They differentiate squares, 
circles and triangles, first; diamonds, crosses and 
more complicated shapes, later •••• 
r 
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Ability to discriminate between letter forms is 
fairly well in hand by five years, since some children 
of five can recognize many · of the letters of the 
alphabet when printed · in capital forms, and can, before 1 
their sixth birthday print, in staggering sizes and 
alignments, the letters of their own names. 
Children make rapid progress in the differentia-
tion of small differences in size and shape throughout 
the elementary years, six to twelve." · 
The adolescent period is marked by even more rapid 
improvement in form discrimination and more accurate §/ judgments of form. McCarthy supports this and comments 
1 Thompson, eorge G., Child Psychology, 
oughton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1952, p. 210. 
g/ Breckenridge, Marion E. and E. Lee Vincent, Op. cit., 
PP• 321 and 323 . 
3/ McCarthy, Raphael c., Training the Adolescent, 
The Bruce Publishing Company, Milwaukee, 1952, p. 30. 
on sex differences: 
"Boys are more unerring than girls in the 
precision of their spatial judgments which is a 
reversal of what obtains earlier. From 6 to 10, 
girls are the more coDrect in their estimates." 
Visual defects, mental immaturity and abnormalities, 
inability to make fine discriminations, and limited 
experiential backgrounds will hinder some pupils from 
realizing optimal results in the study of "shape." 
Research indicates that the teaching of shape is a. 
necessity if pupils are to adjust them~elves to their 
environment as it pertains to objects, enrich and refine 
their perception of form, sharpen their powers of spatial 
properties, and improve their ability to describe more 
accurately details of form of objects and creatures. 
Experiments and studies 
Experiments have been conducted to discover the 
efficacy of improving pupils' ability to observe as a. means 
of furnishing compositional material; of expanding 
vocabulary by various methods and techniques; and of 
sensory-perception training. Many deal with areas related 
to the writer's particular problem but few deal with the 
specific problem: the development of keener observation 
I 
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in the areas of color and shape as a means of enriching 1! 
II vocabulary. 
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!! I In 1899, Aiken recounted the results of an experiment 
to study the results of specific mental exercises 
administered to girls in a private school in Stamford, 
Connecticut, for the purpose of mental training in 
concentration of attention and memory. Her method consisted', 
in placing a number of. numerals, letters, words, and 
figures of varying complexity upon a revolving blackboard. 
Exercises progressed from simple to complex material. The 
gains in accuracy, discrimination, and quickened perceptive 
faculties were remarkable, according to her report. 
gj 
Dallenbach 1 s experiment supplemented Aiken's. He 
used 35 second-grade pupils in Ithaca, New York. Various 
symbols were combined: numerals, letters, combined numerals 
and letters, words, numerals and letters and words, 
geometric figures, and all used miscellaneously. Fifteen 
minutes daily for a period of seventeen weeks were devoted 
to these exercises. Stimulus cards were shown for a period 
of five seconds and pupils reproduced them. Dallenbach 
reported improvement in all seven types of visual 
reproduction; that sex in no way altered the general results!; 
and that improvement in schoolwork and increased efficiency I 
were noted. 
i/ Aiken! Catherine, Methods of Mind-Training, 
~arles ~cribner's Sons, 1900, pp. 75-77. 
gj Dallenbach, Karl M., 11 The Effect of Practice Upon Visual 
Apprehension in School · Children," The Journal of 
Educational Psychology, (1914), Vol. 5, pp. 387-404. 
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A Workbook was devised by Ready which instructed 
ninth and tenth-grade pupils in the writing of description 
through a series of related lessons stimulating the 
processes of observation, reflection, imagination and 
expression. Her lessons were grouped under five topics or 
units. Unit Three, "Seeing Things," was devoted to 
exercises stressing color and motion. 
The effectiveness of Ready's method was investigated y 
by Goss. He measured the differences in achievement in 
descriptive ability and vocabulary growth oP an eighth and 
a ninth-grade group using Ready's Workbook and an eighth 
I 30 
and a ninth-grade group receiving the customary training in 1 
descriptive composition. No significant difference was 
shown by the control groups after measuring achievement by 
means of the Pretest and the Final Test; whereas a 
significant difference was found in both the experimental 
groups. The gain in words by the two control groups was 
negligible; whereas the experimental groups gained --
78 words in the eighth grade and 83 words in the ninth. The 
experiment indicated that Ready's Workbook was very 
effective as a means of improving descriptive vocabulary. 
ilhelmina c., "Methods for Teaching the Imaging : 
recess to Improve Descriptive Ability," Unpublished Ed. M. j 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1947. 1 
2/ Goss, Warren w., "Evaluation of a Me thod for Improving 
~ersonal Description and Characterization in Written 
Description, Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, 1949. 
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Jones,- for her doctoral dissertation, evaluated a 
method for improving personal description and characteriza-
tion in written composition. 106 ninth-grade pupils of the 
Beebe Junior High School, Malden, Massachusetts, were 
taught careful observation, reflection, and imagination in 
interpreting their experiences. At all times the develop-
ment of a specific vocabulary was stressed as an aid in 
interpreting their experiences. The experiment was 
conducted over a period of seven weeks. The lessons were 
based on a most intensive study of facial and bodily 
features, exp~essions and characteristics of persons in 
pictures. As a class activity comprehensive charts were 
compiled containing words describing the shapes of persons' 
facial features and bodily characteristics. These charts 
were to serve as reference material when pupils were 
engaged in writing personal description. Better character-
ization was to be developed through exercises based on keen 
observation of features and conspicuous character traits. 
As compared with the 106 pupils in the control group who 
received the traditional training in descriptive work, the 
experimental group showed a significant difference in mean 
gains (12.899) as based on a comparison of the Pretest and 
the Final Test. The standard error of difference was 3.49. 
1/ Jones, Mary Magdalene, "Evaluation of a Method for 
improving Personal Description and Characterization in 
Written Description," Unpublished Ed. D. Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1947. · 
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The experimental group produced significant gains in 
ability to write effective description and characterization 
as well as in word growth. 
11 Delaney composed 11 A Series of Exercises in 
Elaborative Thinking in Composition Work." These exercises 1 
were essentially devoted to leading pupils to observe more 
keenly both people and p~aces and to assist them in 
acquiring a specific vocabulary adequate to transmit their 
observations. The introductory exercises utilized 
observation both inside and outside the school and keeping 
records of these observations. Exercises next focused 
observation on the specific aspects - color, form, 
largeness and smallness - of persons and objects. Personal 
description was then studied even more intensively through 
the compilation of personal feature and form charts quite 
similar to those in the Jones experiment. The final group 
of exercises consisted of the formation of an outline of 
characteristics of persons' features and forms which was to 
be followed in written personal description assignments. 
The exercises have not .been evaluated as yet except in the 
case of a few which Delaney notes were tried out in class 
with apparent success. 
I/ Delaney, Margaret D., "A Series of Exercise s in 
Elaborative Thinking in Composition Work," Unpublished 
Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1950. 
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Objective studies have supplied evidence o~ the 
educational value o~ audio-visual materials used in the 
classDooms. The "Encyclopedia o~ Educational Research" !I 
summarized it: 
"1. They supply a concrete basis f'or conceptual 
thinking and hence reduce verbalistic responses 
of' students. 
2. They have a high degree of' interest f'or students. 
3. They supply the necessary basis f'or developmental 
learning and hence make learning more permanent. -1 
4. They of'fer a reality o~ experience which I 
stimulates self' activity on the part o~ the pupils. 
5~ They develop a continuity o~ thought; this is 
especially true o~ motion pictures. 
6. They contribute to growth of' meaning and hence 
to vocabulary. development. 
'7. They provide experiences not easily secured in 
other materials, and hence the~ contribute to 
depth and variety of' learning. 
Summarx 
An examination of the research seems to indicate: 
1. The development of' senso~y perception not only 
increases knowledge but is a necessity if the 
knowledge gained is to be meaningful. 
2. The sharpening of observation leads to broader 
experiences, a f'uller li~e and greater success 
in communication. 
3. Continuous vocabulary growth f'osters greater 
success in lif'e. 
Dale, Edgar and Charles F. Hoban, Jr., "Visual Education, 
cyclopedia o~ Educational Research, Edited by Walter s. 
Munroe, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1941, p. 1323. 
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4. The study or color enriches lire, improves the 
power or color recognition and discrimination, 
and expands color vocabulary. 
5. The study or shape results in more carerul 
observation and in the ability to describe more 
precisely the shapes of creatures and objects 
observed. 
6. The studies and experiments conducted in the 
areas examined by the writer reveal that pupils 
can be trained to observe more keenly, recognize 
color and shape more accurately, expand vocabulary 
through directed activities, and be guided in 
improving their powers of word discrimination in 
the rields or color and shape through concentrated 
practice in seeking specific, concrete words ror 
situations encountered. 
y 
"'Make way ror yesterday!' shout the worshippers 
or the traditional. 'Usher in tomorrow- todayl' 
reply those to whom all change is improvement. But 
the English language has a present as well as a past 
and a ruture. The enjoyment and utilization of that 
present,· the seizing or the day in which we live is 
essential, if we would make our contribution to the 
rleeting historical picture." 
iJ Pei, Mario, The Story or English, J. B. Lippincott 
Compan~, New York, 1952, P• 342. 
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CHAPTER III 
A WORKBOOK OF VISUAL EXPERIENCES 
STRESSING 
OBSERVATION OF COLOR AND SHAPE 
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. I To my Fellow Teachers: 
Since the major portion of time involved in preparing 
this Workbook will be spent in collecting the illustrative 
mater ials needed, the writer advises that all materials 
that cannot be mimeographed be mounted on separate pages. 
At the conclusion of the teaching lessons the pupils will 
pass in the illustrated pages from the Workbook but keep 
all the informational and work pages for their own personal 
reference. 
Although the Workbook, consisting of eighteen teaching 
lessons, a Pretest and a Final Test, represents a four 
weeks' experiment, it isn't necessary that the lessons be 
taught for twenty consecutive days. The time element can 
be quite elastic. The writer feels, however, that too 
long a time lapse between lessons might result in lessened 
interest and poorer correlation of information by the 
pupils. 
To what extent the eighteen basic lessons in the 
Workbook can be expanded will depend mainly on the pupils' 
enthusiasm as evidenced by their contribution or further 
materials and information pertinent to the topics that are 
discussed. 
36 
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE REGARDING THE PRETEST 
The Pretest consists of four exercises. The purpose 
of each is: 
Exercise 1: 
Exercise 2: 
Exercise 3: 
Exercise 4: 
To check keenness of observation 
To gain some knowledge of the size of 
the pupils' present "color vocabulary" 
~o check the pupils' ability to recognize 
colors by identifying four intermediate 
colors and to endeavor to locate pupils 
who might be partially or completely 
color-blind 
To check the pupils' ability to describe 
facial characteristics. 
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OBSERVING THE 1JVORLD ABOUT US 
We enjoy the world around us more .fully if we observe 
carefully. We are able to describe our experiences much 
more vividly to others if we have the necessary words at 
our command. 
How clearly do you see your surroundings? How well 
can you describe what you see? 
He~e is a booklet to help you discover for yourself 
whether you are merely lookin& or really seeing. It will 
also help you discover how adequate your present vocabulary 
is. 
This is Exercise I. You are going "sight-seeing." At 
the signal "Go" turn to the next page. For one minute study 
the picture there. When you hear the "stop" signal, turn to 
the following page and do as directed. 
Ready? Go~ 
38 

EXERCISE I: SIGHT-wSEEING 
How sharply did you 
observe the scene from life 
on the preceding page? 
Without consulting the 
picture again, answer the 
following five questions 
within the next two minutes. 
1. How many persons were 1. 
in the picture? 
2. Write the artist's 2. 
name in full. 
3. Name every four-footed 3. 
animal that you saw. 
4. What had been placed 4. 
on the back seat of 
the auto? 
5. What is the center of 5. 
interest in this picture? 
Life, August 19, 1954, 
p. 10, furnished the test 
picture. 
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ANSWERS 
Score 
EXERCISE 2: SEEING REDL (The "Red" Family) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
How drab and cheerless N 
I e 
our world would be without 8. 
colorl Instead, myriads of 9. 
colors assail our eyes 
constantly. To identify 
these colors our language 
contains innumerable color 
words. 
How extensive is your 
"color vocabulary"? 
At the "Go" signal 
list on the right as many 
words as you can in two 
minutes that refer to any 
shade or tint of red or 
any mixed color in which 
red predominates. 
Ready? Gol 
"10 .• 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
. 16. 
1'7. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
(If more space is needed, 
continue the list on the 
back of this page.) 
Score------
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EXERCISE 3: COLOR CLUES 
Each of the colors 
below is an equal blending 
of two basic colors which 
are red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue and violet. 
Can you detect the 
two colors used in each? 
In one minute write 
the two colors on the lines 
beside each specimen. 
Gol 
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EXERCISE 4: FEATURE 
FILLING 
Is your present 
vocabulary adequate to 
vividly descr ibe the facial 
f e atures of pe ople ? 
Study "The Blue Boy" 
and in five minutes briefl y 
describe the vari ous 
personal characteristics of 
"The Blue Boy" listed t o t he 
right. 
No. 15-The Blue Boy Priv. Col. 
Gainsborough ( 1727-1788) English School 
Artext Junio r Ar t E x tension Society N ewYork 
r 
The picture is from The Perry 
Pictures Company, Malden. 
(Working Outline ) 
1. Shape of face: 
2. Forehead: 
3. Eyebrows: 
4. Eyes: 
5. Nose: 
6. Mouth: 
7. Chin: 
$. Hair: 
Score 
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KEY FOR CORRECTING AND SCORING PRETEST 
Note : Provision has been made in Exercises 1 and I to grant 
credit not only for the general answers but also for 
answers which offer additional information and so 
reveal greater accuracy and keenness of observation. 
EXERCISE 1: SIGHT-SEEING 
1. 10 persons •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Norman Rockwell ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. black oat atid a white (or ~) horse ••• 
- r) ! 
,.!'' " \,_ 
f. ~--- . / l 4. a. 7 ot: ripe tomatoes ••••••••••••••• 
---5. a model T ~~(or~) •••••••••••• 
11 EXERCISE 2: SEEING RED1 
1 point 
2 points 
or 
1 for each 
4 points 
or 
1 for each 
3 points 
or 
1 for each 
3 points 
or 
1 for each 
(To this list may be 
the "red family" 
added any other word that belongs 
to that seems acceptable.) 
1. alizarin ·' 13. blotter pink 25. cerise 
2. amaranth 14. blush rose 26. cherry 
3. American Beauty 15. bonbon pink 27. Chianti 
4. Araby pink 16. Bordeaux 28. Cincinnati 
5. ashes of roses 17. Boticelli pink red 
6. azalea · 18. brick red 29. cinnabar 
7. baby pink 19. Burgundy 30. claret 
8. beet 20. cardinal red 31. coral 
9. beet root 21. carmine 32. coxcomb 
10. begonia 22. carnation 33. cranberry 
11. blood red 23. carnelian 34. crevette 
12. blossom 24. Castilian 35. crimson 
l/ Abbott, Arthur G., The Color of Life, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 1947, pp. 145-147. 
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EXERCISE 2: SEEING REDl (continued) 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
crimson lake 
dahlia 
derby red 
dubonnet 
Egyptian rose 
fiesta rose 
fire engine 
red 
flame 
flamingo 
flesh 
fondant pink 
fraise 
framboise 
garnet 
geranium 
Goy a 
Granada 
Grecian rose 
hacienda red 
Harvard crimson 
heliotrope 
EXERCISE 3: COLOR CLUES 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74~ 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
homard 
Indian red 
indo red 
Jacqueminot 
La France 
lacquer 
laurel pink 
lobster 
magenta 
maple-leaf red 
Mare'chal Niel 
maroon 
nude 
old rose 
oxheart 
paprika 
petal pink 
pimento red 
Pompeian red 
poppy 
raspberry 
red oxide 
79. rose 
80. rose aurore , 
81. rosebud 
82. roseglow 
83 ~ ruby 
84. sail pink 
85. scarlet 
86. shell pink 
87~ shrimp 
88. strawberry 
89. sweet pea 
90. tabasco 
91. tangerine re 
92. tea rose I 
93. tile 
94. titian I 
95. tomato 
96. turkey red ' 
97. Venetian red 
98. vermillion 
99. Victoria 
red 
1. yellow 
2. blue 
3. recr 
4. red 
green •••••••••••••••••• 1 or 2 points 
green •••••• ~··········• 1 or 2 points 
orange ••••••••••••••••• 1 or 2 points 
violet ••••••••••••••••• 1 or 2 points 
!I 
EXERCISE 4: FEATURE FILING 
1. ~· ................................ . 1 point 
1 or 2 points 
1 to 4 points 
1 to 3 points 
1 to 3 points 
1 to 3 points 
2. smooth .and ~·············•········· 3. delicate, arched, medium brown •••••••• 
4. wide, merry brown ••••••••••••••.•••••• 
5. fine, straight, ~· •• •••••••••••••••• 
6. firm, strong, Cupra's bow ••••••••••••• 
7. j?OI!ited •...... ........... · ... ~ ........• 
8. soft, medium, brown, wavy ••••••••••••• 
1 point 
1 to 4 points 
~he Grade Teacher, (January, 1934), Vol. LI, p. 48. I
I I7 Chase, w. Linwood, "January Picture Study," 
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PROLOGUE 
(A poem to be read for enjoyment) 
WORDS !/ 
Nancy Lynch 
A word is such a lovely thing1 
It builds a song for words can sing. 
And words go swiftly through the sky 
On shining wings, for words can fly. 
They paint the autumn's flame and gold 
With colors fadeless, proud and bold. 
They paint the depth of trust that lies 
Within a dog's adoring eyes. 
They bring the thrill of spray and foam 
To sailing hearts who stay at home. 
The moon lies hidden by a hill --
Words lay it on my window sill. 
Ohl words can talk across the years 
Beyond the miles - above the tears --
Down countless ages march and sing. 
A word is such a lovely thingt 
I7 Lynch, Nancy, "Words," Vocabulary Building, 
G. and c. Merriam Company, Springfield, 1937, p. 51. 
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Name ___________________ Date ________ -Experiences - _1 __________ __ 
OPEN YO DR EYES t 
The secret o~ understanding and appreciating the world 
about you lies in your ability to observe carefully. 
There is a vast difference between using your eyes as 
a mere convenience and as a means of enriching your life. 
List briefly three ways in which you used your eyes 
today as 
A. A mere convenience 
1. 
2. 
3. 
B~ A means of enriching your life 
1. 
2. 
3. 
(Discussion of several of the answers written.) 
If you wish to be interesting, you must, first o~ all, 
be a keen observer. You cannot describe things well m1less 
you have first seen them clearly. Train yourself to study 
objects attentively. Notice their shapes, colors , s·izes, 
materials and outstanding characteristics. In other words, 
note details. 
Remember that AN OBSERVING EYE IS A TRAINED EYE. Start 
your basic training today1 
On your way to school this morning how sharply did you 
observe what you passed? On the lines below write one 
sentence that describes vividly one sight that especially 
impressed you. 
MY WORD PAIWriNG FOR TODAY 
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Experiences - 1 continued 
(Discussion of some of the pupils' "word Paintings.") 
Additional Experienoe·s·: 
on a I 
1. For the remainder of the week write a daily "word 
Painting" on the following page. Pride yourself 
noticeable improvement in more and more vivid 
descriptions as a result of keener observation. II 
I 
2. Make this daily search a permanent one. As you form this I 
habit, you will not only free yourself briefly from daily 
routine but you will also become more and more conscious 
of your surroundings and gradually grow more sensitive 
to the beauty in the world about you. 
3. ~lliat does the following poem tell you about the person 
described in it? 
BEAUTY BLIND l/ 
B. Y. Williams 
The maple ooughs as breezes pass 
On autumn afternoons, 
Make shadow pictures on the grass -
She scours the silver spoons. 
The rose that grows beside her door 
Is heavenly with bloom; 
Pink petals drift upon the floor -
She hastens for the broom. 
The brown thrush on the old stone wall 
Will chant his soul away; 
She does not hear his song at all -
This is her ironing day. 
The sunset paints the spacious skies 
Oh, gloriously indeedl 
But while the day in splendor dies -
She stoops to pull a weed. 
g Williams, B. y. "B~a:ut~r Blind," Ladies Home Journal, 
October, 192?, p. 152. 
I 
II 
'I 
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Experiences - 1 continued 
One to be filled in each day for the remainder of this week: 
MY WORD PAINTING FOR THE SECOND DAY 
1 ; 
i 
MY WORD PAINTING FOR THE THIRD DAY 
MY WORD PAINTING FOR THE FOURTH DAY 
' ~. 
MY 1NORD PAINTING FOR THE FIFTH DAY 
I 
~--------------------------------------------------~ 
4 9 
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Name ___________________ Date ________ Experiences - 2 
"MY\ WHAT BIG EYES YOU HAVEl" 
Here's an exercise to continue your training in 
observation. On the table in the rront of the room is a 
box containing a collection or "Lost and Found" articles. 
Walk at a normal speed past the box. Note carefully every 
article there. Return immediately to your seat. List every 
articles you can recall and any details you remember about 
each one. 
LOST and FOU1ID ARTICLES 
/ 7 +---------------------------------------------------~ 
., 
! 
l 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
i. I 
I 
1 
i 
~ 
1 j 
I 
I / ~----------------------------------------------------' 
How many articles did you recall? 
How will such practice improve your power of 
·observation? 
Turn to the ne xt page and check your list of articles 
with the complete list. 
50 
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Experiences - 2 continued 
Check your li.st with the key below to discover how 
many articles and speci~ic details you noticed. 
KEY 
-
1. i a red eraser 
2. a lady's (or girl's) plain white handkerchie~ 
3. a small white button with four holes 
4. a bottle of Carter's red ink 
5. a new yellow pencil 
6. a yellow gold lady's ring with a black (or onyx) 
stone 
rl. a stick of Wrigley's spearmint gum 
8. a metal (or steel) compass 
9. a plain white gold (or silver) tie clip 
10. a pink school bus ticket with two punches left 
or eight numbers punched 
Additional Experiences: 
1. Continue training yourself to observe more clearly. 
Study the display in a store window. Walk past and list 
in a small notebook all that you saw. Return and check 
your list. Try this type of experiment frequently until 
there is a marked improvement in your observation. 
I 
I 
2. In a notebook list the pictures in your livingroom at 
home. Describe each picture as fully as possible. Check 1 
your descriptions with the actual pictures. 
3. List three members of your family and three friends. 
Describe the color of their hair and eyes. Check answers. 
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Name ___________________ Date ________ ~Experiences - _3 __________ __ 
"WHAT IS YOUR EYE-Q?" 
Accurate observation is the result of concentrating when 
you are viewing someone or something. Have you ever 
wondered at the distorted reports given concerning accidents , 
by people who were actually at the scene? One reason for 
their inaccuracies is that they have not trained themselves 
to observe. 
Are you one of those folks who see only partial details 1 
and then let their imaginations fill in the rest? This 
morning you are going to discover how sharply you observe. 
Just before I distributed these lessons, we were interrupted 
by a pupil whom I had asked to come in~o this room to make a 
1 brief announcement. You looked at him during the announce-
ment. You should have a general idea of his appearance. 
Check your powers of observation by filling in the form below~ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION of the ANNOUNCER 
1. eyes 
2 •. nose 
3. mouth 
4. chin 
5. hair 
6. complexion 
'7. shoulders 
8. build 
9. walk 
10. approximate weight 
11. approximate height 
12. brief description of clothin 
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Experiences - 3 continued 
The announcer has been requested to return to this 
room after a lapse of ten minutes so that you may make a 
careful scrutiny of him and determine the best answers for 
each of the items in your outline. Ten minutes must have 
elapsed for here is our announcer now. 
(Check the forms and correct inaccuracies.) 
Does this experiment help you to understand why errors 
often occur when people endeavor to describe what they have 
seen? 
Two suggestions may aid you in being more accurate: 
1. Be interest·ed in what you are viewing. 
2. Focus your attention sharply if you are to secure 
a clear picture and to be able to recount the 
experience to others. 
Additional Experiences: 
1. Of course you realize that one or two exercises in school 
will never sharpen your powers of observation to any 
degree. You must continue the same type of sharp 
observation over a long period of time to gain outstanding 
results . Tonight after supper, using the same form that 
you had ' today, till in the description of your best friend~ 
Check the results tomorrow morning. Tomorrow night write 
a description of the person who sits on either side of you l 
in your first oeriod class. Check your work on the 
following d,y . Continue this type of assignment until I 
you really noti ce marked improvement in observation and 
accuracy of description. 
2. As you walk along the street, take a quick look at a 'I 
person coming toward you. Turn your gaze away and try to 1 
create a detailed picture of his face, clothing and any I 
striking characteristics. Look back quickly at the person 
and verify your mental picture. Continue this type of 
exercise until you ca n feel pride in your progress. 
II 
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Name __________________ ~Date ________ .Experiences - _4 __________ __ 
"EYES ARE MADE FOR SEEING" 
Here is an exercise you might enjoy doing. Just 
£ollow the directions on the oard and reoord your answer 
on the line below it. Then turn the oard over and learn 
the oorrect answer. 
HOW'S YOUR BRAIN? !/ 
This is a Trick So Don't Say We Didn't Wam You 
READ TillS SENTENCE 
FEWER FUSE FAILURES ARE THE 
RESULT OF YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC 
STUDY COMBINED WITH THE EX-
PERIENCE OF YEARS. 
Now count the F 's in the above sentence only once-
don't go back and count them again. (over) 
Number of F 1 s •••• 
-------
Don't be discouraged. You were warned it was a triok. 
As you know, you have been trained in reading to pass over 
the less important words, such as oonneotives, and 
oonoentrate on the key words to gain the thought as quiokly 
as possible. A rereading of the paragraph will show you 
how easy it was to trap you. 
Try another exer~ise. Look at the drawing below. Then 
turn to the baok of this page and draw a faosimile. Write 
under the drawing what it is. 
' 
t. -
I 
--
. 
g Brendlinger, Charles M., of the Hastings and Mointosh Co., 11 
Philadelphia, furnished the oard. 1 
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Experiences - 4 continued 
Check your drawing with the original . Check your 
answer as to what the drawing was by turning this page 
upside down and locating the answer. 
These little games were just .for "warming up" purposes. 
Now settle down to us ing your eyes for the purpose o.f 
seeing things accurately and not as you think they look. 
View 1: Study your own pen or pencil before you . 
·write a description o.f it in not more than 
twenty-five words. 
View 2: Select any book that you have on your desk. 
Describe it in not more than twenty-five words. 
Your "Views" will be checked and returned to you with 
constructive criticisms. 
Additional Experiences: 
1. Observe several store-window displays. Are you more 
1 
attracted to some than to others2 Take a second look at 
the windows and try to decide what makes some displays 
more attractive than others. .1 
2. Commercial firms spend large sums o.f money yearly in 
advertising. Look through a magazine at home. Choose 
several ads that especially appeal to you. Try to 
decide the reasons .for your choice . 
3. Cut out one ad that you like best . Paste it on the 
back of this page . Under it give a brief explanation 
.for your choice. 
• se.:renbs 
S 1 ~e~uedJBD OM~ JO SBM 9~Bd ~Ulp9Da~d eq~ UO ~UTMB~p aq~ 
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Name __________________ Date ______ ~Experiences .~ ~5-----------
STOPl LOOKt SEEl 
On the next page is the picture of' a cozy old- f'ash:t oned 
kitchen. At the signal "Look" turn the page and s~udy the 
scene for two minutes. At the signal "Stop11 turn back to 
this page and follow instructions. 
Look I 
Stop I 
Write at the beginning of each line below one item you 
observed in the picture. After each item write any details 
you noticed about it. You will be given a signal to stop 
at the end of' eight minutes. · 
The Cozy Country Kitchen 
Items Details 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Stopl Now turn to the page af'ter the picture. 
--
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Experiences - 5 continued II 
As we discuss the items and details of the picture, 
check your paper. Add what you think are important points 
that you omitted and underscore your additions. In this 
way you can easily see how much you were able to observe in 
a two-minute period and discover what points escaped your 
notice. 
Additional Experiences: 
1. For the past week you have been sharpening your power of 
observation and discovering beauty about you. If you 
will continue this p,ractice, you will live a much fuller 
life. Suppose for 'My Word Painting Today, 11 you now I' 
substitute a small notebook in which you keep a record of 
your most interesting daily experiences in seeing. Jot 
down 
I. What you saw 
II. The time and place 
III. The most striking details 
IV. Your own thoughts and feelings 
about it 
v. Vivid words to describe the experience. 
Where could you find a better source of material to 
discuss orally or in writing? 
2. Continue practice in sharpening your observation. Look 
about your livingroom and then go into another room and 
describe the livingroom in detail to yourself. Check 
the completeness of your inventory. 
3. Collect ten to fifteen miscellaneous articles. Study 
them carefully for one minute. List as many as you can 
recall and include as many details as possible. As the 
days pass, gradually increase the number of articles. 
4. Go to the school library. Concentrate for a few minutes 
on one row of books, carefully observing the titles and 
authors. Go to a table and write down as many titles 
and their authors as you can. Check your list. Repeat 
this type of exercise until you acquire greater skill. 
5. Visit a local Ten-Cent Store. Walk slowly along one side l 
of a counter, carefully noticing every item on display. 1 
Stop beyond the counter and either record or recall as 
many items as you can mentally. rteturn to the counter 
and check. 
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We see, then , that the ring originally conceived , in simple and un· 
adorned form, as a symbol of achievement and distinction, has gradually 
inherited new beauties and additional meanings for the one who wears 
it. And seeing this, we understand why rings today mark "memorable 
milestones" with indiYidual beauty and meaning for each of us ... from 
the charming new baby, on through childhood and into full maturity-
for men and for women. 
Published Uy Th e Jewelry Industry Council 
'· 
•. 
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ROMANCE OF RINGS AND BIRTHSTONES 
INGS came into being as the one sure way of keeping on hanJ 
personal seals of office, title and ownership of property. Wearing 
a ring plainly meant achievement, property ownership, distinction. 
Modern rings, while still implying achievement and distinction, haYe 
acquired additional mea ning. A ring can mean close identification with a 
family or a group, such as a fraternal , militar y or religious organization , 
thus becoming a symbol of comradeship and belonging. Always, as gil'ts. 
rings are symbols and proof of someone's warm affection. 
Birthstone rings, as a distinct class among stone rings, had their origin 
in the ancient lore of gems. Each gem had its own attributes and its own 
relationship to recurrent movements of planets and their influence on men. 
Those early beliefs have persisted over the years. So, too, have beliefs 
that birthstones are symbols of good fortune and that there is a persona l 
meaning and bonJ bet\\'ee n the giYer of the ring and the wearer. 
DEEP J i\" THE DARK RED HEART of the Garnet 
li e ancient 1·inues attributed to no other gem; 
yet with a ll its symbolism it has brilliance, fl. re 
and the ha rdness required to sustain its cen-
turies-old bea uty. Once reserved for royalty , it 
now makes a strikingly handsome ring for men 
and women, while its luck-bringing properties 
exert a pleasa nt old-world charm that neve r di es. 
Found in Egy ptian talismans, even in Aztec 
votive offerings, the Garnet was li kewise one 
of the great mystic stones in Aaron's breast-
plate. Ga rnets are min ed today in Braz il , Mada-
gascar, Siam, India, Siberia, Africa and the 
United States. 
.1/lailab/c in Natum/ Stones or Synthetic Comnd11n1 
Significance of Birt!J .,tone: CONST ANCY 
~aJ'-ne/ 
~~u3-dy<J-I 
FEBRUARY 
HoLD ING ITS P LA CE AS A STONE OF BE.U : TY and 
power in all the great Greek and Roman 
epochs, the Amethyst carries forward its special 
aura of good ness and beneficence even to this 
day. Still traditional in bi shops' rings, Ame-
thysts, as sy mbols of an inner serenity, were 
long felt to be ample safeguards against any 
form of intoxication or deep unrest. St. Valen-
ti ne wore one engraved with a Cupid . Amethyst 
rings have been popular with men and women 
from time immemori al. 
They are mined in Uruguay, Brazil, Ceylon , 
the U rals, Madagascar. 
Available in N atural Stoncs or Synt!Jetic Comndum 
Significance of Hirthstonc: SI NC ER ITY 
Lm ONLY STONE cuT WITH FACETS by the 
Romans, the Aquamarine combines such cool, 
distincti ve color qualities that historians have 
aptly likened it to a thousand leagues of sunlit 
sea imprisoned in a cup . Pri zed in Egypt fo r its 
power to invoke cunning water spir its or the 
aid of mighty heroes, the Aquamarine offered 
equal protection in courts of law or on the bat-
tl efield. lt also quickened intellect and its wear-
ers g rew fearless, amiabl e and relaxed. 
Aquamarines are fo und in Braz il , Russia , 
Madagascar, the United States . Its companion 
stone, worn by men, is the Bloodstone, often 
ca rved with monograms, initial s or crests. 
Available in Natural Sto 11 cs or Synt!JetJc Spinel 
Significance of Birt!Jstonc : cou RAGE 
~a~Mncutt1ua 
MARCH 
Wico/'lc-~ut 
A P R I L 
ATTJUBUT ED T O THE SUN i\S ITS C EJVI 0 [' LICHT, 
the Diamond inspired even primitive people 
to a new belief in the ex istence of unquenchable 
Aame a nd unconquerable virtue. fts hardness, 
g reater than an ything yet found, always stooJ 
for some eternally incorruptible principle which 
protected a wearer from evil. The bet that 
white lig ht is composed of all the colors, has 
enabled the Diamond to combine or contrast 
well with other gem.s . In addition to the bril -
liant cut, shown here, Diamonds may be had in 
marqui se, emerald-cut and many other shapes . 
Africa yields most of the world 's suppl y. 
/ Ivai/able in Diamoml ri11 gs and i 11 Dia 111 o11 d a11 d 
011)'.r combillatio11s for 11/C II a/1(1 wo111e11. Sy11tiletic 
White Spinel is also w ed as ti ll .·lpril birt!J stone 
Sig11ificrmce of Birtll stoll c: I NNOC ENCE 
GEM OF SPRI NG AND EARTH's guardi an of 
generation and ripening, the Emerald estab-
lished its symbolism in vastly different cultures. 
The first Mohammedan heaven, the fo urth 
fo undation of New Jerusalem, were of hewn 
Emerald. It was said to fos ter pre-vis ion, 
strengthen memory, eloquence. A warrant for 
honesty, it could measure even a lover 's fervor, 
and was the favored stone of Venus. Velvet 
depth of color, transparency and a soft, yet un-
mi stakable brilliance, cha racterize th e be st 
Emeralds. 
Emeralds come from Colombia, Siberia, Bra-
zil and South Africa. 
Available in Natuml or Sy11thetic Emerald or Syn-
thetic Green Spinel 
Significance of Bil ·t!Jstone: LOVE, SUCCESS 
CiBmtJ~adl 
MAY 
~C/j'/ 
J£'/e~uen~~e-Ye 
JUNE 
L E ONLY GEM WH ICH ATTAINs PERFECTION in 
the sea, Pearls range in color from delicate rose 
white to black, all formed within a few types 
of shellfish, the finest in a few tropical species. 
The oriental Pearl, known as the gem of the 
moon, ranks as a queenly co-eq ual with the 
Diamond. It confers the g reat gift of vitality. 
An alte rnate June birthstone is the Alex-
andr ite- a gem that has the remarkable prop-
erty ot li ving two lives in color, a splendid green 
by Jay, at nig ht a columbine or raspberry red. 
It is found in Ceylon and in Russia. The Moon-
stone is an add itional june birthstone. 
ANrilablc in Natural or Cultured Pr:ar!J. .-llex-
audrite iu Natural Stones or Synthetic Corundum 
Significance of Birthstone: HEALTH, LONGEV ITY 
~ 
.!1 
MosT sTIMULATING oF ALL THE coLoRs, as 
bents gems dedicated to the high noon and to 
bright midsummer, Rubies were thought to 
contain a glowing spark struck from the planet 
Mars - a spark that could not be quenched Qr 
dimmed until the world itself grew cold . Their 
hardness is surpassed only by the Diamond. 
Born appropriately in the hot and sultry cli-
mates of Burma, Ceylon, Siam, great Rubies 
reveal unmistakable personality. 
In their suggestive warrnth of color, Rubies 
have long meant peace and a shield from 
adverse fortune. Rubies of the color known as 
pigeon-blood (a deep, pure ca rmine red) are 
rare in sizes over three carats. 
Available in Natural or Synthetic Ruby 
Significance of Birthstone : coNTENTMENT 
f?Att~ 
JULY 
.....,...,.__,.....----..~, 
ONLY BY KIGHT AND ON ROYAL AUTHORITY 
could search be made in ancient times for the 
one stone which combines yellow, color of heav-
enly grandeur and nobility, with pale green, 
reminder of the hope and promise of early 
spring - Peridot. The gem symbolized elo-
quence and persuasiveness. It was dedicated to 
St. Bartholomew. Treasured Peridots found 
their way into cathedrals during the Crusades, 
memorable examples being those in the Treas-
ury of the Three Magi, in Cologne. To the Peri-
dot were attributed all the powers it shares wi th 
Sardonyx, the alternate birthstone for August. 
For men, Sardonyx is popular in cameos and 
intaglios, or can be cut for crests or initials. 
Available in Natural Stones or Synthetic Spinel 
Significance of Bi1·t/zstone: MARRIED HAPPINESS 
{!)Je-;te~lb/ 
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LAT T HE EARTH RESTE D on a giganti c blue 
Sapphire, the sky a m irror fo r its radiant blue. 
was a tradition held by the Persians. Blue re-
minds men of cosmic space - and Sapphires 
were said to attract di vine favor. The throne 
of celestial judgement stood upon Sapphire, and 
Sapphire was chosen to receive the engraved 
laws of Moses . Classic Sapphires of the dee p 
sky-blue color were always felt to be stones of 
wisdom . 
Like the Ruby, its twin except for color, the 
Sapphire is also second only to the D iamond in 
hardness . It comes from Siam, India, Burma , 
Ceylon, Australia and the United States. 
,-lvailab!c in Natural or Syuthetic Sapphire 
Significance of Birthstone: CLEAR TH I!'IK ING 
f7eyy1A'eite 
SEPT F. MRFll 
@)fa/ 
f?)';;ttit.-Ji'la/tne 
OCTOBER 
m ERE ONCE THEHE WAS AN I N LAND SEA, and 
in no other kind of dry earth bed, are Opals 
found, as if the dying sea had left this vivid 
gem in memory of rainbows that arched above 
it. The gem was so powerful that some spoke 
agai nst it. It was reputed to make its owner in-
visible in the sight of hosti le forces and thus let 
him escape the greedy roving eye of misfortune. 
Tourmaline, having many colors including 
pink, shown above, and attractive green, ranks 
with Opal as the October stone. Also used is 
Synthetic Pink Corundum, whose characteristics 
include hardness and subtlety of color. Tourma-
line is found in Brazil and the United States. 
Available in Opal in Natu1·al Stones. Tourm aline in 
Natural Stones or Synthetic Pin!( Comndum 
Significance of Birthstone: HOPE 
THE QCE ST FOR A SC PR EME GO LDE N STONE 
ended in the Middle Ages, when men found 
the Topaz we customarily use today. The name 
itself mea nt " to seek," and sometimes other yel-
low stones were confused with it. Em blem of 
a rdor and of staying-power in frie ndships, 
1o paz ensured long li fe, intell igence, and beauty 
to its wearers . Topaz is hard, adapted to eve ry 
fo rm of face t cutting or engrav ing. 
Topaz is found in many shades, but golden 
is the true November gem color, and Syntheti c 
Golden Sap phire is its fitting altern ate. The 
golden honey-colored Topaz and Topaz Q uartz 
come from Brazil , the U ral s and Ceylon. 
Available iu Topaz and Topaz Quartz in N atural 
Stones or Syutlzctic Golde11 Sapplzire 
Significauce of Birtl1stouc: FIDELI TY 
flT¥u/.Z 
NOVEMBER 
g;tJt~etOtde. 
Zi,con 
DECEMBER 
O NE oF THE JVIOST ANCIENT sTONES of royalty, 
Turquoise was prized by men as remote from 
each other as Aztecs and Egyptians. It shares 
December w ith the Blue Zircon, which, accord-
ing to tradition cheered the heart, and made its 
wearer so w inning that all his enterprises flour-
ished . Zircons, like Diamonds, are give n many 
facets to show their full beauty . E ven more in-
teresting is the fact that the rough stones, a 
shade of brown when mined, must be subjected 
to heat approaching that of molten gold before 
the blue or popular white colors appear. Zircons 
come mainly from Indo-China, Ceylon, Siam. 
Available ill Turquoise ill Natural Sto11 cS. Zircon 
ill Natural StoneJ or Sylltli etic Spillel 
Significa!lce of BirtiJstOIIt:: PROSPERITY 
THE :FIRST RINGS 
HE Greeks and Romans, who like others had used the ring as 
indicating di stinction of rank or ow nership of property, were 
among the first to see the ring as something one person might 
besto w upon another as a token of affection . In ea rl y Rome, the first g ift 
ring given to a young woman on the eve of marri age carried the fami ly 
seal. Tt was her fa ther's g ift, bestowed in affection, yet practical in its 
purpose . As mistress of the new household, she was expected to use the 
seal on food lockers and wine jars. O nl y she could ope n them. 
The original seal ring was no more than a coiled strip of gold flattened 
to form a little table on which virtually any mark or design could be 
m ade. O ver the centuries, the original seal ring, as a type, gave rise to 
three additional classes of rings that ex ist today. These are known as 
initial, signet and emblem rings. 
The initial ring. as it is known today, is usuall y set with flat stones, 
such as Onyx or Svnthetic Ruby, upon which one or more initials are 
applied or encrusted. 
The modern signet ring, as distinguished from the initial ring, gen-
erally contains no stones. In thi s type of ring, monograms, crests or initials 
are carved into the table of the ring itself. 
An emblematic ring, evidence of formal membership in fraternal, 
military, religious or other organizations, bears the symbol of the or-
ga ni zation . That symbol, or emblem, may be carved into or applied on 
a modern stone or signet ring. 
BIRTHSTONE RINGS 
The many individual beliefs that have grown up with respect to birth-
stones have, quite naturally, evoked a distinct personal interest in most 
people in the color, shape, size and setting of their birthstone. Because 
of this fact- the fact that individual tastes in color, size and shape vary 
greatly- manufacturers, over the years, have created, and continue to 
create, birthstone rings in a wide variety of styles, designs and settings. 
GEMS OTHER THAN BIRTHSTONES 
A glance at the birthstones, together with their traditional alternates 
for each month, shows that many gem materials are represented . Yet 
there are stones of great interest and beauty to which the ancient birth-
stone traditions cannot strictly apply. Each of these other stones likewi se 
has a quality of distinction, a high place in the cultural hi story of man-
kind, as well as a fascinating story of its own. 
Among these stones are natural and synthetic Star Sapphires and Star 
Rubies, which may or may not be worn as birthstones ; Cat's-eye and 
Tiger's-eye; such familiar and ancient stones as H ematite, Jade and Agate. 
There are also the attractive, if seldom seen, natural Spinels, and the 
amazing color varieties to be found in Beryl. Finally we have rare Kun-
zite, Black Onyx, and various cameos of different shades worn in rings . 
Alone, or in combination with tradi tional birthstones, these gems and 
cameos permit an almost limitless va riety in the color range avai lable in 
rings and jewelry today. 
MAN'S EFFORTS 
O ver the years, man has sought to reproduce nature's gems in spmt, 
color, brill iance and hardness, and, through continued effort, has suc-
ceeded in sy nthesizing some of the widely known gems of today . That is 
to say, by putting together chemical constituents, identical with those 
nature uses, he has been able to achieve the same combination of physical 
and optical properties such as color, hardness and brilliance, which enable 
a gem to retain its vivid beauty when worn in rings or in other jewelry. 
THE LAPIDARY'S ART 
The beauties of both natural and synthetic stones are brought out by 
the lapidary's skilled ar t of face t cutting and polishing, then displayed 
and enhanced by the proper and artistic ring settings. Only the Pearl , 
whether natural or cultivated. needs no polishing or shaping to bring 
out its final beauty. 
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Name __________________ ~Date ________ Experiences - ~6 __________ _ 
GEMS of COLOR 
One of the first things you should observe about an 
object is its color. Do you take time to identify the color 
as nearly as possible or do you use a general color term 
instead? This week you will have an opportunity to become 
familiar with various colors and their names. Our purpose 
this week is not to name colors scientifically but to give 
as specific a color name as possible. Do try to expand 
your color vocabulary. 
Nature has contributed generously to the list of color 
words in our language. Today attention will be focused 
upon some gems with names that not only identify the stone 
but also a recognized color. 
Study the booklet, "Romance of Rings, 11 on the opposite 
page. Notice the colored illustrations. Then fill out the 
form below. 
GEM COLORS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS!/ 
I 
l 
I 
I 
Directions: Complete the spelling of a word that 
identifies both a gem and a color. Further 1 
help is given in the form of definitions. 1: 
1. ---~£~d~e~e~p~r~e~d~-------------------
2. a ---.~~:n~u~r..r:=P:.:::l:.::e;__ _____ ______ _ 
3. t ---=s=ky~~b~l~u~e;__ __________________ ___ 
4. _r __________________ ---medium red with a blue cast 
5. _s __________________ ---a deep blue 
6. ~t _________________ ---a yellowish orange 
'I. ..:e _______________ ---rich green 
a. 
----------------------satiny white 
9. ~a~-------------------bluish green 
10. ~--------------------deep yellowish green 
i/ Romance of ?ings, Eastern Headquarters, Gemological 
- Institute of America, New York. 
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Experiences - 6 continued 
The gem booklet ~requently mentioned the word 
"synthetic." It is an antonym o~ "real" or "natural" and, 
there~ore, means what? 
Is anyone in the room wearing jewelry containing either 
a real or a synthetic stone illustrated in the gem booklet? 
As pupils individually display jewelry, will the other 
members of the class please identi~y it. 
Additional Experiences: 
1. To impress ~urther upon yoursel~ the color words studied 
today, suppose you ~ill in the small blocks below the 
color words in the ~allowing poem with either crayons, 
paints, or swatches ~rom magazines or cloth to 
appropriately illustrate the colors. 
1
1 
JEWELS !/ 
Emily Busby 
I know a way o~ catching summer sunbeams as they play 
And, like the cra~ty alchemist o~ old, 
0~ turning them to gems and molten gold 
For winter when the skies are dull ana-gray. 
In crystal jars upon my shel~ they stana;--
The ruby juice o~ currants, and the bland 
Cool-amber o~ the peach, the sapphire blue 
0~ wild grapes, and of damsons wet with dew. 
The coral o~ the quince; the pearly sheen 
Strung on a chain o~ golden summer hours, 
Clasped with the drone o~ bees and scent o~ ~lowers, 
Row upon row my captured sunbeams stand 
Like jewels o~ Ind or gems o~ Samarkand. 
2. Select some simple moti~, like a tie, balloon, ~lower or 
bow, to use in making "MY COLOR DICTIONARY" on the 
~allowing pages. List color words as you learn them. 
Then illustrate the color next to the word. 
ijBusby, Emily, "Jewels," Good Housekeeping Magazine, 
September, 1930, p. 93. 
I, 
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Example: 
Experiences - 6 continued 
MY COLOR DICTIONARY 
vermillion----
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Experiences 
MY COLOR DICTIONARY 
6 continued 
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Experiences - 6 continued 
MY COLOR DICTIONARY 
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Name __________________ Date ________ Experiences - _7 __________ _ 
DELIGHTFULl. DELICIOUSl DELECTABLEt 
Today we're going to play a novel version or 
"Bird, Beast or Fish11 with three more topics, "Flower, 
Vegetable or Fruit 11 added. 
Under these topics will be round names that designate 
not only the item listed but a color as well. 
Either the actual item or a reasonably accurate 
picture will be presented. 
As each item is displayed and discussed, write a brier 
color description beside any word denoting a color with 
which you are not ramiliar. 
I. Bir d, beast or rish 
1. canary-
2. cardinal-
3. robin 1 s-egg blue-
4. flamingo-
5. teal-
6. raven-
7. fawn-
s. fox-
9. eel gray-
lO.t salmon-
II. Flower 
1. American Beauty- -
2. goldenrod-
3. heather-
4. ii?is-
5. jasmine-
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· Experiences- 7 continued 
II. Flower (continued) 
6. lilac-
7. orchid-
a. poppy-
III. Fruit and vegetable 
1. cerise (French for cherry)-
2. tangerine-
3. plum-
4. melon-
5. lime-
6. maize-
'1. olive-
a. honeydew-
Additional Experiences: 
1. The words ·listed i n this lesson do not exhaust those that 
could have been included. As you find a word that could 
have be en on: t his li st, please print it on a piece of 
large dr awing · paper , illustrate the color with a sui table 11 
attractive 1llustratidn and post it on our side bulletin 1 
board for the other members of the class to consult. 
2. Seed catalogs and illustrated magazines should furnish 
you with much material to illustrate many of these 
color words for the pages of "MY COLOR DICTIONARY." 
3. While outdoors, observe carefully the beautiful natural 
colorings of the world about you. Try to identify the 
colors you see. 
4. Endeavor to identify a new flower, a tree, a bush or a 
bird as often as possible. This is another way of 
increasing your knowledge and enriching your life. 
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Name ___________________ Date ________ Expe riences - _s __________ _ 
OOLORL OOLORt EVERYWHEREl 
As you notice, the rqom is colorf ully decorate today 
with college banners and "color " posters. Let,. us examine the 
college banners first. Compa.re ,the banners with the names of' 
the colleges' colors as l ist e d below. If you dis-cover a 
color word which is unf amiliar to you, study the banner that 
illustrates the color unt il you are familiar with it. Try 
to add it to your "COLOR DIC'r iONARY" as soon as possible. 
COLLEGE BANNERS 
1. Bates ••••••••••••••••• garnet 
2. Boston Oollege •••••••• maroon and gold 
3. Bos ton Uhiversity ••••• soarlet and white 
4 . Cornell.~ ••••••••••••• carnelian and white 
5. Harvard ••••••••••••••• crimson 
6. Holy Cross •••••••••••• royal purple 
7. Indiana ••••••••••••••• crimson and cream 
s. Johns Hopkins ••••••••• sable and gold 
9. Temple •••••••••••••••• cherry and white 
10. Tulane •••••••••••••••• green, gold and silver 
11. William and Mary •••••• green gold and silver 
12. Yale •••••••••••••••••• Yale blue and white 
Mounted above the boards around the room is a set of' 
"color 11 posters on which are printed in large letters color 
words with fairly good illustrations of' eaoh. Perhaps, as 
you study these posters, you ma~ find some words to add to 
your color vocabulary and your 1COLOR DICTIONARY. " If' you 
wish, jot down beside any color word that is new to you a 
brief' color description that may assist you in identifying 
the word when you encounter it again. Here are the 32 colors ! 
that are illustrated in poster form: 
A COLOR CATALOG 
1. beige 6. chartreuse 
2. bisque 7. chocolate 
3. buff' s. ecru 
4. burgundy: 9. egg shell 
5. champagne · 10. flaxen 
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Experiences - 8 continued 
11. fuschia 22. powder blue 
12. gun metal 23. Prussian blue 
13. jet 24. rust 
14. lavender 25. russet 
15. magenta 26. saffron 
16. mahogany 2'1. shrimp 
1'1. mauve 28. sky blue 
18. mocha 29. taupe 
19. moss green 30. tea rose 
20. mustard 31. terra cotta 
21. periwinkle 32. vermillion 
n 
I 
Additional Experiences: ~ 
1. Study mail order catalogs and colored ad~ in magazines. 
There may be color words used that will disappear in a 
year or two but you will be observing other color-word 
illustrations that are what we call standard color words 
which are a permanent part of our language. 
2. Practice color recognition and identification at every 
opportunity. ~dentify the colors in the dress your 
mother is wearing today, the tie your father has on, your 
sister's sweater or kerchief, or some apparel your pal 
may be wearing. Discuss with them the color of the 
article you are viewing• 
3. Henceforth try to describe the color of any article you 
see by using a specific colbr word rather than a general 
color term. 
4. Collect some paint folders and study the colors / 
· illustrated. Notice if there, are any color words there 
that we have been studying this week. Did you easily 1 _2./ 
recognize them? On the next page are two paint folders~· 
to show you how interesting and informative they can be. 
I7 Gold Bond Sunflex folder, National Gypsum Company, Buffalo. 
!( Superply folder, The A. Wilhelm Company, Reading. 
6'7 
Your Guarantee 
of Quality 
DUTCH IVORY 
LETTUCE GREEN 
CONFETTI YELLOW 
HARBOR GRAY 
REGAL BLUE 
DRESDEN BLUE 
CACTUS YELLOW 
BEACH GRAY 
VERMILION 
MAHOGANY 
Your Guarantee 
of Satisfaction 
PETAL PINK 
ALSO MADE IN FLAT WHITE ENAMEL UNDERCOAT; 
GLOSS WHITE; GLOSS BLACK AND FLAT BLACK 
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Name __________________ ~Date ________ Experiences - _9 __________ _ 
LET'S BUY A TIEl 
Where can you find a more attractive array of colors 
than at a tie counter in a department store? 
Make believe that you are considering the purchase of a 
tie. Check your gain in recognizing colors by studying the 
samples of tie colors on the back of this page. How would 
you describe the various colors to the clerk? On the next 
page beside the corresponding number write not one but, if 
possible, several color words that might identify each color 
sample. 
There is some information about the materials and the 
designs of ties in the above illustration. 
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CRUSH IT ... TWIST IT ... 
NOR-EAST* NON-CRUSH* TIES 
THE TIE THAT QUALITY MADE FAMOUS 
It takes a long time for a tie to attain true distinctio~ 
... because the service it renders is a basic ingredient 
in its reputation. Over 70 years of rigid adherence to 
the highest standards of weaving have made Nor-East 
the longest-wearing tie in the world. 
$1.50 RETAIL $10.50 PER DOZEN 
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Experiences - 9 continued 
TIE COLORS 
Numbers 
81-______________________________________________ __ 
?9·----------------------------------------- I 
I 54•--------------------------------------------------~- 1 
55·------------------------------------------------90-________________________________________________ __ 
94·------------------------------------------------51-______________________________________________ __ 
25-______________________________________________ __ 
49·------------------------------------------------
70·-------------------------------------------------------93-________________________________________________ __ 
78·--------------------------------------------------
92·--------------------------------------------------95-______________________________________________ __ 
96·-------------------------------------------------
(Discussion o~ suitable answers ~or each number.) 
Additional Experiences: 
( 
1. Why not have a "MOTORAMA" o~ your own? Magazines and 
auto dealers would furnish unlimited pictures o~ the new 
1955 cars with their bea.uti~ul multi-colored bodies. 
Make a scrapbook of autos. Under each car identify the 
color scheme used. 
1/ Wembley, Inc., New Orleans, supplied the materials 
- illustrating colors o~ ties and samples of tie materials. 
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Name ___________________ Date ________ Experiences - _1_0 ________ __ 
INFORMATION, PLEASE 
In many application forms appears the question: 
color of eyes • 
Such an·swers as brown, blue, or hazel, are acceptable 
in such situations, but in writing a vivid description of 
a person's eyes a much more specific description is needed. 
Observe some of your neighboring classmates' eyes and the 
eyes of persons in the pictures displayed about the room. 
Then start filling in the chart below. In Column I, name 'i 
general color words that describe eyes; in Column II, specific 
words to modify the general idea of the color of one-'s eyes; 
and in Column III, words that describe the expressions in 
people 's eyes. 
COLOR 
1. blue 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
EYES------COLOR AND DESCRIPTION 
MODIFYING WORDS EXPRESSIONS 
pale sympathetic 
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Experiences - 10 continued 
The same situation exists in the matter of coloring of 
the hair. In an application blank you may fill in the color 1 
of your hair as black, brown or auburn. However, in writing 
a description of · some person's hai~ a much clearer picture 
can be formed if other points are included in addition to , 
the color of the hair. Again observe your classmates and 1 
also the pictures displayed about the room. Then start fill-
ing in the chart below. In Column I, fill in the general 
color names for the hair; in Column II, words that modify 
the idea of the color; and in Column III, any words that 
describe the general appearance of the hair. 
HAIR------COLOR AND APPEARANCE 
COLOR MODIFYING WORDS APPEARANCE 
1. brown glossy curlz 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
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Experiences - 10 continued 
Additional Experiences: 
.. y 
1. Consult the large "Noreen Color Selector" chart on 
the bulletin board ror illustrations of various colors 
or hair. 
2. Study the coloring of the eyes and hair of your relatives~ 
friends~ associates~ and passersby. Endeavor to increase 
your speed in identifying color and general 
characteristics. 
3. Find several small colored pictures of people's faces in 
magazines. Cut them out and paste them in the space 
below and on the back of this page. Under each picture 
write as vivid a description of their eyes and hair as 
possible. 
iJ 11 Co1or Selector, .. Noreen Distributors, Denver. 
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Name ___________________ Date ________ Experiences - -1~1~--------
WHAT A SHAPE WE 1 RE INl 
A keen observer notices not only color but also shape. 
Can you specifically describe the shapes of objects and the 
physical characteristics of persons that you observe? The 
lessons for this week will assist you in expanding your 
"shape vocabulary.• II 
Geometric forms contribute some of our basic shape words. 
From the list at the foot of this page select the proper 
adjective to describe the nine illustrated forms and write 
the words on the lines within the figures. 
Plane figures 
a 
1. circu ar 
4. pentagonal 
7. rectangular 
(oblong) 
(two-dimensional: length and width) 
2. square 
5. semi-circular 
8. hexagonal 
c 
3. triangular 
6. angular 
9. octagonal 
I 
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Experiences - 11 continued 
Check your answers to the rorms on the preceding page. 
a-'7; b-8; c-2; d-9; e-1; r-3; g-4; h-5; i-3 
Do you recognize these rive rorms below? Label each 
on the lines below rrom the list that rollows them. 
Solid rigures (three-dimensional: length, width, depth) 
1. 2. 3. 4. 
Forms~ pyramidal, conical, cylindrical, cubical, spherical 
Check your work . The correct order or the above rorms 
are: cubical, spherical, pyramidal, cylindrical, conical. II 
This represents but a small start in listing shape 1 
words. Continue adding to the list of shape words below as 1 
you think of or encounter others. On the next page ~ 
illustrate and label as many or the words in this list as 
possible. Don't rorget to list the fourteen we have already 1 
reviewed in this lesson and ~hich I have already illustrated I 
ror you. 
COMMONLY USED SHAPE WORDS 
1. fan-shaped 16. 31. 
2. crescent-shaped 1'7. 32. 
3. oval 18. 33. 
4. diamond-shaped 19. 04. 
5. cruciform 20. 05. 
6,.- star-shaped 21. 36. 
'7. heart-shaped 22. 3'7. 
8. pear-shaped 23. 38. 
9. leaf-shaped 24. 39. 
10. almond-shaped 25. 40. 
11. saucer-shaped 26. 41. 
12. arched 2'7. 42. 
13. dome-shaped 28. 43. 
14. bell-shaped 29. 44. 
15. obeliskoid 30. 45. 
Use the reverse side of this page to continue your 
list or shape words. 
II 
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Experiences - 11 continued 
SHAPES AND MORE SHAPES 
I 
l 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
Experiences - 11 continued 
SHAPES AND MORE SHAPES 
I 
II 
.J . 
I . 
I 
li 
,, 
1 . 
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Experiences - 11 continued 
Addi t i?nal Experiences: 
1. Observe some of the common a r ticles about your h ome. 
Decide upon t h e i r specific shapes. 
2. List four objects in the classroom and state the shapes 
of each. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
3. Many of our world-famous buildings easily reveal their 
oasio geometric forms. Study the pictures on the side 
bulletin board: 
Canterbury •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• cru.ciform 
Cathedral 
York Minster •••••••••••••••••••••••••• cruciform 
Cathedral 
Santa Maria Della ••••••••••••••••••••• octagonal 
Salute Church 
The Medici •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• octagonal 
Chapel 
The Parthenon ••••••••••••••••••••••••• oblong or 
rectangular 
surmounted by 
a triangle on 
its facade. 
1/ The pictures of the famous buildings were obtained from 
The Perry Pictures Company, Malden. 
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SPECIALIZING IN SHAPES 
The study of shape could prove an interesting subject 
for the present as well as a worthwhile hobby for the future. 
Shape introduces such a variety of words for so many 
items have their own specific shape vocabularies. 
II 
I 
I 
The shapes or the gems in the booklet in Experiences -~ I 
could be described in geometric terms but there are words to 
specifically identify the styles or shapes of gems. Below 
are illustrations of six popular shanes. 
OF CUTTING 
POPULAR STYLES Square Baguette Pendeloque 
Brilliant Marquise Emerald 
0 0 0 [[]] ~ 
Identify the shapes of the first three gems in the 
booklet: 
1. garnet ••••••• _______________________________ ___ 
2. amethyst ••••• _______________________________ ___ 
3. aqu~arine ••• ________________________________ ___ 
Describe briefly these six popular gem shapes: 
1. brilliant ••••• _____________________________ __ 
2. marquise ••••• ·----------------------------
3. emerald•••••••----------------------------------
4. square •••••••• _______________________________ __ 
5. baquette••••••----------------------------------
6. pendeloque •••• ________________________________ __ 
Compare your definitions with. those in Webster's 
New International Dictionary. Were your definitions 
specific and coDrect? 
0 
17 !2iamon~s, distributed by Springer's Jewelers, Portland, 
· supplied the illustration. ~sed ~bove. I 
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Experiences - 12 continued 
Additional Experiences: 
1. While it may be possible to enjoy nature without 
consciously observing it or without an extensive knowledge 
of' it, greater enjoyment· and a deeper appreciation will 
result if you adopt a little more attentive attitude 
. toward nature and learn to recognize some of her works. 
This closer observation and increased knowledge will 1 
assist you in describing the works of nature more vividly. 
Take leaves of trees, for example. Can you name and 
identify the six commonest leaf shapes? Consult 
uThe Pocket Guide to the Wildflowers," 11 
p. 25, which you will .find on our room reference shelf. 
Sketch the six shapes and label them. Locate lea~e s 
outdoors that illustrate these shapes. Mount some and 
label them. Put them on the bulletin board for other 
pupils to observe. 11 
2. Shape is often determined by function. Nature has always 
1 recognized this. Have you ever noticed birds closely , 
enough to observe that land birds differ from water birds, 
that birds of' prey differ from birds that feed upon seeds 
and insects? Water birds usually have webbed feet and 
and broad bills, long necks and short tails. Birds of 
prey have heavy bodies, strong beaks and talons, and 
wings that permit them to circle round and round in the 
air or drop quickly to the ground or water. Study birds 
closely. Note their coloring and shapes. Start a bird 
list. Resolve to add to it steadily. 
3. On pages 16 to 19 in the February issue of the 
~ 
"American Junior Red Cross News 1 11 
there appeared a very interesting article on animal 
t racks in the winter. In case you didn't happen to 
r ead it, the article follows. 
l/ Gottscho, Samuel, The Pocket Guide to the Wildflowers, 
Pocket Books, Inc., New York, 1951, p. 25. 
y Berrill, Jacquelyn, . "Winter in the Woodland, u 
American Junior Red Cross News, February, 1955, pp. 16-19. 
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Strange track-patterns in the snow tell us 
the secret of which animals have gone 
through the woodland, if we know 
how to read the tracks 
TO THOSE of us who are lucky enough to live where winter means sleds and skis and skates, the first soft snow is a 
real thrill. As if by magic we are transplanted 
into a new and different world. We run about 
tumbling in the soft white drifts until we 
look like snowmen, and then dash home with 
rosy cheeks to get warm and dry in front of 
glowing fires. 
16 
Bsperienoes - ~2 oont~ed 
e 0 Ia 
Written and illustrated by 
JAC9UEL YN BERRILL 
Yes, it is a glorious time of year for us. But 
what of all the woods animals? Are they cold 
and hungry or do they en joy the blanket of 
snow that covers their world? Shall we visit 
the woods and see what has happened to the 
frisky happy friends we found there in the 
spring? Then the air was filled with the music 
of birds but now all is still. Most of the song 
birds left for warmer places with the first 
81 
signs of winter. Now we seem to be all alone, 
for nothing moves to disturb the silence of the 
snow-covered woodland. 
First, shall we look for tracks to tell us who 
passed this way before we came? One track 
goes from bush to bush and yet hardly sinks 
into the snow at all. It tells us that the snow-
shoe rabbit has had a breakfast of buds and 
bark this morning. vVe probably would not 
see him because he has changed his brown 
summer coat for a white one with warm long 
hairs, that makes him invisible against the 
snow. His big "snowshoe" feet keep him from 
sinking into the snow and he makes great 
jumps hardly touching the surface. 
Yet our old friend the cottontail rabbit 
does not change the color of his coat in the 
winter, and his small feet sink deep into the 
snow, which is a great nuisance. He hides in 
. •' • 
.• ~~···· •• 
C.ott•"'te.•l R .. '.~.t 
an y convenient hole, ears dried gTass w·hen he 
is hungry, and, I expect, wishes the winter 
would hurry and pass. 
We find large tracks and know that deer 
have also been this way this morning. The 
tracks lead us to some trees which have been 
stripped of their bark. T he bark is poor pick-
ing, but it will keep the deer alive all winter, 
we hope, until tender green shoots appear 
in the spring. Deer cannot store food and so 
when it becomes cold they band together in 
herds and somehow get through the cold 
winter. 
Experiences - 12 continued 
There are still more tracks for us to read. 
This track was made by a raccoon who must 
have been restless and so took a walk before 
returning to his den for another sleep. He 
may be asleep in that tree ·which has a large 
hole several feet above our heads. 
All fall, raccoons store up fat by eating and 
eating. During the long winter they do not 
need to hunt food but spend the time sleep-
ing, waking when the temperature rises and 
sometimes walking about before returning 
for another sleep. 
~ 
-
Our skunk friends do much the same, for 
they eat all the insects and mice they can find 
in the fall and become very fat. When it gets 
cold they go in their underground dens and 
curl up and sleep. They wake if there is a 
warm spell, and the males become restless and 
move about between naps. If we find a track 
it would look like those above. 
When we lift our eyes from the blanket of 
snow with its story tracks, we find the trees 
look like lace against the winter sky, with 
each dark limb outlined in white. It is easy 
to find deserted birds' nests which now wear 
round caps of snow. 
We notice a large nest of leaves and sticks 
and think at first it must be the home of a 
crow. But out of a hole at the side pops a 
frisky gray squirrel with long silvery fur and 
a beautiful tail carried high. He jumps from 
branch to branch and then runs head first 
clown a tree trunk and starts digging in the 
snow. We stand very still and watch while he 
almost disappears in the hole he has made in 
the soft snow. Before long he runs up the tree 
17 
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with a nut in his mouth and sits on a limb to 
eat it. 
He won't go hungry this winter for he has 
food stored in many places and he seems able 
to find it even when it is hidden under the 
snow cover. 
While our eyes are searching the tree tops 
for still more friends, we see the home of a 
red squirrel which is made of leaves nestled 
in thick branches of an evergreen tree. This 
fellow is also active all winter and runs about 
the tree tops finding nuts and mushrooms he 
has hidden in the forks of the branches. 
We see some holes high up in a dead tree, 
just the right place to find the warmly lined 
homes of the little flying squirrels. As they 
are creatures of the night they will now be 
fast asleep. But even in the coldest weather 
they glide about in the twilight hunting food. 
Something moves in a branch not far over 
our heads and we see a porcupine leisurely · 
stripping bark from a limb and enjoying his 
breakfast. He isn't afraid of us and may stay 
there a long time before he climbs slowly 
down. If it is very cold, he will hide in a 
hollow log for protection from the winds and 
come out only at dawn and twilight to eat. 
His tracks lead to that tree and we almost 
missed them. 
( 
II !11/;t/ 
1 !It 
I expect the thick branches of the evergreen 
trees are sheltering some small brown bats 
who are hanging upside down asleep waiting 
for winter to pass. Bats sometimes go to 
warmer places, just as many birds do when 
fall comes. Others shelter in barns and under 
eaves or almost any place out of the wind. I 
shall always remember one little fellow who 
came to our house in our Christmas tree and 
18 
later on wakened behind a warm radiator. 
But what has happened to the happy active 
chipmunk we found last spring, the one who 
took nuts from our hands? She is alive and 
safe too, but she is fast asleep on a bed of 
leaves on top of a pile of nuts and seeds deep 
down in her underground burrow. She 
most of the time during the long winter, b 
if she awakens she has only to reach under her 
mattress and find food . By spring her mattress 
is on the floor! When she awakens enough to 
feel thirsty she goes to the door of her burrow 
and licks snow. Her tracks would be like this, 
.,.:; 
.. 
although we find none on our winter walk 
in the woods. 
Nor do we find those of the woodchuck for 
he is in a very deep sleep-hibernating, we 
call this sleep. He ate much food and stored 
a large amount of body fat which will help to 
keep him warm as well as nourished through · 
the long months while he sleeps. When it 
became cold he felt drowsy and went into his 
dark bedroom, deep underground below the 
frost line, and curled up in a ball and went 
to sleep. 
His breathing has almost stopped, his heart 
hardly beats, and his temperature drops very 
low. We would think him dead if we were to 
see him, but he isn't and when spring comes 
he will awaken and come out to eat the first 
green shoots of grass by his door. 
This is just nature's way of helping animals 
live through the cold winter when food is 
hard to find. We are glad that they are there 
asleep in our winter woods, waiting for 
spring, even if we can't see them. 
While some animals, like the cottontail 
rabbits , find the snow a great bother and 
Rounder about in it, there are some ro whom 
the blanket of snow is a great protection. 
Under the snow the small deer mice and 
meadow mice run about in their tunnels and 
are safer from their enemies than they are 
in the summer. 
The deer mice, who can climb well, have 
their homes above ground · in abandoned 
birds' nests lined with leaves and covered with 
grass. They run about in their snow tunnels 
looking for grass and seeds all winter. 
The small meadow mice usually have their 
homes under deep drifts but they have tun-
nels leading to places where grain is stored. 
They also run about in their white tunnels 
all winter and do not mind the cold at all. 
Of course wheli the mice tunnel up to the 
surface to look about at the winter world 
they may be in trouble, for their enemies, 
especially the red fox, are always ready to 
pounce on them. 
The reel fox with his long legs does not 
mind the snow at all and spends hours hunt-
ing for food. When he becomes tired he curls 
up in the snow with his long furry tail spread 
over him like a blanket. 
At our feet we may see signs of a struggle 
and recognize the tracks of a weasel who 
caught his breakfast and departed full and 
satisfied. If we follow the tracks we may catch 
a glimpse of him. Don't count too much on 
seeing the weasel, for he has changed his red 
coat for one to match the snow, and it is 
almost impossible to find him. His new coat 
is called ermine, the fur which trims the capes 
of kings. 
Experiences - 12 continued 
If we follow a partly frozen stream we may 
find his relative the mink, who still has a 
brown coat and is active all winter diving in 
the icy waters for his dinner and then resting 
in the brush at the edge of the stream. 
Where the stream becomes a frozen-over 
lake we come to the home of the beaver family 
and find the ice thick all around the house. 
The family is safe and warm inside and never 
feel the pains of hunger, for their pantry is 
full of twigs and sticks anchored in the mud 
at the bottom of the stream. All they need to 
do when they are hungry is to go down a 
hole in the floor of their house and swim to 
the pantry and return to the warm home with 
a nice piece of poplar to eat. When they are 
finished with their meal of bark, they throw 
the sticks down the hole out of the way. 
Perhaps we get our greatest thrill when 
we come quietly out of the woods into the 
open and see a group of otters playing on an 
icy slide exactly as we do. They flop on their 
bellies, slide headfirst down the slope and into 
the icy waters. Then, dripping wet, they clim.b 
the hill and wait turns to take another "belly 
flop." We watch them play until they become 
tired. Or they may realize they are being 
watched and dive into the cold . water and 
sw1m away. 
Our winter trip to the woods is over, but 
I expect ever after we will remember this 
experience of quiet and beauty. We may re-
turn often to see if we can read the tracks 
and learn the stories they tell of how our 
animal friends live when the snow blankets 
everything and turns the world into a winter 
wonderland. 
19 
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LET'S FACE ITL 
What is more interesting to observe than people? Do 
you really notice people on the street, in buses, at school, 
etc.? Do you often analyze a person intuitively just by 
studying his face and features? Authors assist us in 
visualizing their book characters not only through their 
actions and words but also by supplying us with personal 
descriptions. We are given personal descriptions of persons 
lost and persons wanted by the police. 
Do you observe people keenly enough so that you can 
clearly describe them later? 
Let's study the subjec~ of people's faces next and 
deal with them analytically. 
Generally speaking, a face should be mapped out in 
three equal portions. The brow shoul.d form the uppermost 
part; the length of the nose, the second portion; and the 
distance from the bottom of the nose to the chin, the 
remaining third. As a matter of fact, the middle or nose 
section is often the least of these three divisions. 
In the above picture which man has a deep brow? 
Which men have faces of bout average dimensions? 
Which man has his chin section the longest 
section of his face? 
II 
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Experiences - 13 continued 
Another important aspect in this study of faces is 
their shapes. 
Study the examples or four of the commonest shaped 
faces that are sketched on the following page . Be sure 
that you know the meaning of the words 
concave ____________ __ and convex • 
- -------
To the introductory list below, add any other .words 
you already know and new words as you encounter them. 
Describe the shapes o:f faces, other characteristics, and 
impressions made by faces. 
FACES 
; 
SHAPES OTHER CHARACTERIS'riCS · IMPRESSIONS 
I 
1 . long lean ~ honest i 
i 
I 
2. narrow chubby I kind ! 
i 
3. concave gaunt I weak I 
4. convex bonv- I noble 
5. square full I strong 
6. oval swollen I beautiful 
l 
I 
7 . round smooth ! :friendly 
8. 
9. 
o. 
1. 
2. \ i 
l 
3. I 
4. I 
t 
5. I 
Continue this chart on the reverse side of this page. 
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F nd e7.amples of a rocind race and an oval fao • 
t • ri thand s de of this page ar.d label themo 
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Experiences - 1~ continued 
Study the picture 
United States on displ 
Clas s ify them as to sh 
noted about the face, 
each face. Write your 
s of the five presidents 
ay above the fr ont blaokl 
ape of face, other charac 
and the general impress!< 
.!1 
1. Washington 
2 • .Jefferson 
3. Munroe 
4. Lincoln 
5. Roosevelt 
(F.D.) 
Additional Experiences 
1. Study the faces of 
mates. Decide upon 
2. On the reverse side 
of people's faces. 
of face. 
answers below • 
. 
. 
your relatives, friends 
their facial shapes. 
of this page mount seve 
Under each picture labe 
of the 
oar d. 
teristics 
n made by 
nd class-
:"al pictures 
the type 
. v 3. An interesting article is posted on t he sid! bulle t lrl 
board. Armand Winfield, a student in the f eld of 
ethnology, wrote an article about nRaces in Faces," and 
illustrated some of the plaster casts he ha made that 
typify faces of some of the various wor ld r i ces and 
sub-groups of races. 
1J Th e Perry Pict ures Company, Malden, supplie , the pictures I 
· of the presidents. 
2/ Winfield, Armand, "Races in Faces," 
February 13, 1951, pp. 21~25. 
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Name Date Experiences [ . 14 
------------------- --------
EYEt EYEt SIRt 
A pair or eyes is one or the most attract ve features. 
The shapes or eyes are few, but words indicati l g their 
I 
,, 
II 
expressions are more numerous. 
Here are a few simple racts about eyes. 
Eyes could be straigh or slanted 
Eyes could be wide or narrow. 
Eyes could be droopin , or large. 
Eyes could have long 
lashes. 
I 
!I 
Observe your classmates carefully. Pee ide who has 
I 1. 
I 
The largest eyes 
II 2. The widest eyes 
I 
I 3. The most beautiful eyes 
'I 
II 4. The most sympathetic eyes 
)j 
5. The friendliest eyes I' 
.I 
II 6. The most serious ey.es 
I 
'1. The most sparkling eyes 
8. ~he dreamiest eyes 
11 
,I 
i[ -
Experiences 
- 1 1 continued 
I' 
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'I 
I Continue filling in this introductory cha rot of eyes as 
'I 
observation and reading add to your fund of 1m :>wledge of' 
this topic. 
[I EYES 
SHAPES OTHER CHARACTERISTICS I MP RESSIONS 
1. large deep_-set ~ad 
I 1 
I 
2. ~mall p_r otrud ing b.onest 
I 
I 3. wide squinting bead:v 
. I 
II 4. slanting staring llaughing 
I 5. narrow bulging 13t orm:v 
I 
I 
II 6. 
' 
'I 
7. 
I s. 
9. > ' I' ' 
10. 
I 11. 
12. 
I 13. I 
I 
I 14. 
15. 
16. 
II 
17. 
18. II 
I 19. 
'I 
I 20. 
I 
-
I 
I . 
Experiences - 1~ continued 
Additional Experiences: 
1. On the reverse side o~ this page mount pict
1 
res o~ 
people's ~aces. Onder each picture describ~ the eyes 
as to shape, other characteristics and their general 
impressions. I 
2. Articles o~ten appear in books, magazines ~d newspapers 
claiming that the character o~ people can be determined 
merely by studying the shape of their ~aces [, their eyes, 
noses and other physical characteristics. : ead the 
~allowing excerpt. 
!I 
"Of eyes, the color means very little and it 
would be unsafe to draw ~ny conclusions rom it. 
However, a good deal may be learnt from he shape, the 
position and the habits of the eyes. Sm 11 beady , 
eyes are those of a heartless, un~eelingl person; 
when set too close together, they are liEely to 
suggest dishonesty, but let them be larg1e and wide open II 
and you have, for sure, a kindly nature, ! one that will 
go out of its way to do somebody a good ~urn. Long, 
narrow eyes are found with natures that 
1
see much but 
say little. You never know how they will sum you up. 
As is well known, the eyes that seldom l look directly 
at you are those of a shifty individual 
1
and, should 
the eyes waver and blink, it is a sign tihat 
determination is lacking. For preferen~e select the 
steady eye that looks without piercing, that is large 
and not too wide apart, that has a few ~ indly creases 
below it, close to the nose. Here you ~ave a person 
who will stand by you till the last day r 
In the next few weeks, observe very carefully the 
types of eyes of people whom you know vejry well. Then 
make a decision as to whether there is . y truth in 
such an article as this. 
1/ Foulsham, Robert, Fortune Telling, Whitman Publishing 
~ompany, 1935, p. 90. 
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Name __________________ Date ______ ~Experiences 15 
GETTING NOSEY 
Another racial feature that .should be eas ly identified , 
is the nose. With how many shapes are you alr ady familiar? 
Do any of these illustrations increase yo· knowledge? 
(~ 
1. 
snub 
.r; 
3. 
rp 
4. 
concave long Roman 
broad nhstrils 
(more common) 
\ 
( .,.·"'- .... ) "· ~- . 
-  
prominent, 
convex 
(more common) 
-~ high nose 
narrow nostrils 
(less common) 
moderate 
straight 
(leas common) 
low, 
with Roman bridge 
(more common) broad nose (less oomrnon l 
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Experiences -
Three new words were introduced in this 
Define them and then consult your dictionary 
continued 
udy of noses. 
verify. 
1. snu-----------------------------------+-------
the 
2. R 
3. Grecian·-------------------------------+--------
c. 
d. 
e. 
you describe the noses of the 
below? 
a. 
b. 
1/ Life, July 26, 1954, p. 58, furnished the llustration. 
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Experiences 
- 1 
-= 
~ . continued 
Continue adding to this introductory char c of noses 
until you have as comprehensive a one as possi ble. 
NOSES 
-··· - ~ ----- ....... - · 
SHAPE OTHER CHARACTERISTICS 
1. snub thin 
2. Roman pudgy_ 
3. Grecian bulbous 
4. 
5. 
6. 
,., _ 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Additional Ex:geriences: 
1. Again collect some pictures of people's f ac es. Mount them 
on the back of this a e and label the kinds of noses. p g 
2. On the following page do some independent w~rk. On the 
front of the pa§9 make a chart of mouths si ilar t o the 
charts we have been making. On the rever s e side of the 
same page have pictures of various shapes or mouths and 
each one labeled as to shape. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
' I I 
I 
I 
The chart will be like this: I 
MOUTHS I --------------------------~~~~----------~--+--------------- ' 
MOUTHS OTHER CHARACTERISTICS IJMPRESSIONS 
1. wide relaxed sensit ive 
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Experiences - 5 continued 
.Mourns 
II 
Name ________________ Date ________ Experiences - _1_6 ____________ __ 
COMPLEMENTARY 
COLORS 
COMPLIMENT 
On this page are two 
pictures of the very same 
girl but there is a 
difference. Which picture 
do you prefer? 
First, briefly 
describe tEe girlnyou 
prefer. 
Second, explain 
your choice. 
PORTRAIT of a LADY 
THAT'S FOR MEL 
95 
Here are some interesting facts about the influence of color. 
COLOR HAS A SUBTLE INFLUENCE ON PEOPLE 
Use 
RED, YELLOW, ORANGE 
to create warmth, 
to stimulate 
Colors in t he red-yell ow fa mily can be 
used to psychologica lly warm a room, 
can m il dly st imulate its occupants. 
Use 
GREENS and BLUES 
for their cool serenity, 
for relaxation 
R estfully cool g reen and blue h an~ u 
universal appeal ... may be used in 
a lmost an y urea wit h beuefi c ial result s. 
Use 
DEEP BLUE, VIOLET, 
DEEP GRAY 
with caution 
T hese dark. so111 her shades te nd to sup-
p ress burua n uiOods- t l1 c refo re should 
he used cautiously over la rge areas. 
COLOR HAS APPETITE APPEAL 
Science has shmYn us that color has a 
positive react ion on human appetite. 
Some colors, peach and b lue for ex-
ample, stimulate t he desir e for food. 
l\Iustard yellow decidedly depresses 
the appetite. Color Conditioning 
profitably puts this character istic of 
color to "·ork in the restaurant, the 
foods tore, the plant or school cafeteria. 
rj 
II 
I 
.j 
Experiences - 16 continued 
Additional Experiences: · 
1 
1. Read the .article on c·olor complementation - on the 1 
f'ollowing page. Perhaps you will understan~ more clearly, ' 
after you read it, why the girl was more ap[ ealing in the 
second picture. 
2. If' you have not already learned in your art class about 
complementary colors, please consult the booklet, 
E./ 
"Color Dynamics,n 
p. 3, on the bulletin board. Fill in the f llowing data. 
red complements 
blue complements 
---- yellow complements • 
3. There is an interesting color-complementati l n experiment 
at the bottom of' the following page that yo might try. 
4. Study the apparel of' your f'riends caref'ully Notice what 
colors flatter them. Ask your friends to t 11 you what 
colors seem most suitable for you. 
5. Be more critical of the color schemes in th~ stores and 
homes that you visit. Decide which appeal to you. 
6. Visit some paint stores and study their col~r-harmony 
paint charts. Try to gain a consciousness r f color · 
harmony and color discord. 
7. On the reverse side of the following page af e some facts 
regarding the effect of color on the eyes afd recommended 
ways of lessening fatigue. Why do our modefn schools 
feature light-colored desks instead of the old-fashioned 
dark ones? 
y Dupont Color Conditioning,a free booklet pu?lished by 
E. I. duPont de Nemours and Company, Inc., !Wilmington, 
(1950), furnished all illustrative materials for these 
Experiences - 16. · 
g/ Color Dynamics, published by the Pittsburgh Plate Glass 
Company, Pittsburgh. 
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COLOR COMPLEMENTATION 
SHOWS PEOPLE AND MERCHANDISE AT THEIR BEST 
Notice how, in this first picture, the lifeless 
background color influences the appearance 
of the skin tones, actually detracts from the 
girl's beauty. 
The same girl . . . against a blue-green back-
ground that points up all of her natural 
beauty. Specialty shops, offices, beauty 
parlors profit from this use of color com-
plementation. 
TRY IT 
YOURSELF 
EVERY color has its complement, its "opposite" on the familiar color wheel. When combined, comple-
mentary colors add life and beauty to each other, bring 
out the true character of their companions. Thus, a 
combination of blue and its complement, orange, places 
each color in its best light. The same holds true for 
red and its complement, green. 
In a great many paintable areas Color Conditioning 
puts the principle of color complementation to work. In 
areas where it is desirable to flatter the individual, 
Color Conditioning recommends the use of a medium 
green wall color. Since green is the complement of the 
human complexion, persons seen against this back-
ground will look their best. Specialty shops, barber 
and beauty shops, offices and hospital rooms are logical 
locations for the employment of color complemen-
tation as it applies to human complexion. 
Merchants of every type can profitably put this 
principle of Color Conditioning to work. By setting 
featured merchandise against a complementary back-
ground they enhance its visual value, attract customers, 
increase sales. 
Full utilization of color complementation is another 
example of the plus-dividends Color Conditioning 
brings to regular maintenance painting. 
The phenomenon of color complementation is quickly 
demonstrated. Stare at the red disc while you count 
slowly to 30, then gaze at the small cross on the right. 
A disc of green-blue, the complement of red, appears. 
Changing the color of the red disc, we would see 
yellow-green as the complement of purple, blue-violet 
the complement of yellow, and so on. Color Condition-
ing turns this characteristic of color into profitable 
channels, uses it to please the eye and to influence a 
variety of desired reactions. 
7 
8 
Working eyes 
tire easily 
IN THE industrial plant, the office, the classroom, the laboratory ... wherever work or study de-
pends on the efficient performance of the eyes .. . 
color needs to be put to work. The medium through which it works in 
these areas is called "Brightness Engineering." 
Whenever people work or study their eyes must concentrate for 
varying intervals upon the machine or desk in front of them. However, 
the normal working routine naturally involves some shifting of vision 
within a fairly restricted field . Also, the eyes must be shifted away 
from the working area occasionally in order to prevent the rapid onset 
of visual fatigue. 
Color Conditioning is based on principles 
Eliminate glare 
and contrast 
Color Conditioning 
lessens eye fatigue 
If, within the working field of vision, there exists a sharp contrast 
in relative brightness-as between a dark machine and a white wall, 
or whit e paper and a dark desk top-the eyes are forced to make very 
rapid adjustments . Over a period of several hours, the cumulative 
effect of such constant adjustment is eyestrain and fatigue, reduced 
efficiency and lowered quality of work or study. 
Color Conditioning, combined with good lighting, reduces sharp 
contrasts by painting the dark machine or desk in a lighter color that 
reflects relatively the same amount of light as the wall areas . In either 
case, a light color on the floor is recommended, always commensura.te 
with easy maintenance. The result is the elimination of glare and sharp 
contrasts. Eyestrain and fatigue sources are minimized. Employee and 
student morale is increased. 
With good "brightness engineering," achieved through Color 
Conditioning, three o'clock vision is as sharp as it was at ten in the 
morning. The result is that the worker or student does his work more 
accurat ely, more efficiently, more comfortably. 
Name ___________________ Date ________ Experiences - ~1-V ________ __ 
SUPER SELLING 
How successful could you be as a real-estate salesman? 
Suppose you and a prospective client have just arrived in 
front of the house pictured on the following page. 
Study the picture of the house minutely. I Note the 
various details of its exterior. Th en write on the lines 
below your "pep talk" that you would deliver oh the exterior 
features of the home. 
A HOME FOR A HAPPY FAMILY 
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Experiences - 17 continued 
Additional Experiences: 
2/ 
1. Study the· pages of' Ward 1 s ''Catalog••- posted on the 
bulletin board for information concerning types of 
windows ••• pp. 930-933; outside doors---pp. 926-929. y 
2. The booklet; "The Best 42 House-of-the-Month Homes,u 
on the bulletin board illustrates popular styles of homes. 
3. Now that you have much additional information concerning 
houses, why don't you rewrite your description of the 
house on the back of this sheet1 Compare your two 
descriptions. 
1] Pittsburgh Sun-Proof Paint folder (cover), Pittsburgh 
Glass Company, Pittsburgh. 
g! Fall and Winter Catalog, 1939-1940, published by 
Montgomery Ward and Company, lnc., Albany, pp. 926-933. 
3/ The Best 42 House-of-the-Month Homes, edited by Kenneth 
~can, American Society for Better Housing, New York, 1953. 
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THE WORD TOURNAMENT 
We'll conclude our lessons on sharpening observation 
of color and shape with a series of three games. There will 
be a winner for each game and a gr~champion of the entire 
contest • ? _ --------~ ---;-
, ..... 
All set? Turn to the next page and let's go1 
I/~, March 8, 1955, p. 22, furnished the picture above. 
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GAME ONE: Everything's On Icel 
Or is it? Have you really improved your power 
of observation? Do you now view the world about you with 
greater keenness? Let's put it to the test. Without 
turning back to the preceding page, answer the following 
seven questions. You will be given only two minutes. 
1. In the picture how many puppies were 
there on the ice? ••••••••••••••••••• 
2. The Dalmatian puppies were of what 
three colors? ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. What words appeared on the sign 
by the pond? •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. What geometric figure was also 
on the sigi'l? •.•..•••.....•...•..•••• 
5. What was the color of the figure? ••• 
6. How many of the puppies wore a 
delighted expression? ••••••••••••••• 
7. How many of the puppies were sitting 
on the ice and so might have 
facetiously said in a lisping voice, 
"My tale is told1 11 ? •••••••••••••• 
(tail) (cold) 
A perfect score for this game is 10 points or one for 
each answer that is right. Consult the picture and learn 
what the correct answers are. Give yourself one point for 
each correct answer. Record your score in the block below. 
When the name of the winner of the game has been discovered, 
record his name and score also. 
· ~------------------~M~Y~=s~c~o~r~e~- -----~ 
. Winner -
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Experiences - 18 continued II 
GAME TWO: Talk o:r the Bluest 
It's strange that today we speak of having the blues 
when we are depressed and of singing the blues when we are 
referring to sad tunes. Did you know that blue was the very 
:first pigment contrived chemically. · •• Egyptian blue? It was 
being made and exported a thousand years before King Solomon 
built his temple and three thousand years before the birth 
of Christ. In the olden days blue was considered a symbol 
or glory and was used in religious paintings, in temples and 
palaces. 
Down through the ages many names have developed for the 
various shade s and tints of _blue. How many different 
members of the 11 blue family'' can you name in two minutes? 
Get ready. Got 
1. 2. 3. 
4. 5. 6. 
. , . 8 • 9. 
10. 11. 12. 
13. 14. 15. 
16. 1'1. 18. 
19. 20. 21. 
22. 23. 24. 
25. 26. 2'1. 
28. 29. 30. 
I 
!I 
I 
A point will be given for each acceptable color word. 
.!I' 
As the answers are r ead, put a check beside each one you I 
have. After each accepted color word has been read, if you 
still have any words on your paper that you think should be 
~ccepted, please ask about them for they, too, might be 
satis:factory. Add all your points and record your score 
as well as the winner's name and his score. 
~ Winner My score •••• -
1/ Abbott, Arthur G., 'rhe Color o:r Life, McGraw-Hill Book 
1fompany, Inc., 1947, pp. 149-151, has a good list of blue 
words, but teachers may use any acceptable list. 
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GAME THREE and the LAST ONE: The Shape's the NameL 
In the five little rhymes below specific shapes are 
indicated or defined. Write a one-word shape answer for 
each rhyme. 
1. Upon · the Parthenon you'd see 
A figure plane with sides of three. 
2. I think she has the cutest nose1 
Look at the end. Upl Up it goesl 
3. Her diamond ring tonight she'll wear. 
Do note the stone - shaped like a pear. _______ _ 
4. Remember when in days of yore 
You played with blocks upon the floor? 
I know today it won't annoy 
To ask, 11 What shape 1 s that childhood toy?" 
5. That poor old man looks weak and thin. 
My how his sallow cheeks cave inL 
I 111 bet by now you all will race 
To write the form of this man's face. 
-----...-
As the answers are read, check your answers. A perfect 
score is 5. Record both your score and the winner's name 
and score. 
My score 
Winner 
-------------------- - ------------- - ----~- -- - - ---------- - -----
To learn the grand champion in this game tournament add 
your three scores. Record your scores and total to the 
left below. Record . the winner and his total score. 
My score in GAME ONE ••••• 
My score in G~~E Two ••••• 
My score in GAME THREE ••• 
My s .core in GAME~ (total) 
---
WORD 
CHAMPION 
Score -
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COMPARING 
MY SCORES IN THE FOUR 
EXERCISES OF THE 
PRETE6~ AND THE FINAL TEST 
f\ 
EXERCISE 1: PRETEST 
----
EXERCISE 2: PRETEST 
----
EXERCISE 3: PRETEST ___ _ 
EXERCISE 4: PRETEST 
----
FINAL TEST __ _ 
FINAL TEST 
---
FINAL TEST 
---
FINAL TEST 
---
Name Date Class 
-----
~ 
g [ij 
1:'"1 a 
0 0 
:::0 !Xl 
tj 
iZioH 
tjp:cj 2: 
(/) 0 
::r: 01 
~ (/) 
'"d t;tj 
t;tj !Xl 
~ 
H 
0 
2: 
...., 
0 
~ 
EPILOGUE 
(A poem t o be read wi t h t houghtfulne ss) 
AN OPEN AIR HYMN y 
Beatrice Hanscom 
For every winding forest-path, 
For every stretch of sedge and se~, 
For every pebbly brook that rills 
Its song of glee;-
For that glad radiance when the sun 
His crimson cloud of glory spills, 
For every violet mist that veils 
The distant hills;-
For every bloom that summer brings, 
For every .sheaf the harvest binds, 
For spring's first bud, for winter's snow 
And bracing winds;-
For t hese Thy gifts - for earth and sky 
Mingling their moods in sweet accord 
For health, and for the seeing eye, 
I thank Thee, Lord. 
i/ Home and gighway, Autumn, 1953, published by Allstate 
Tnsurance Company, Chicago, inside front cover is above. 
2/ Han s c om, Beat5ice, "An Open Air Hymn, 11 Textbook of Art 
~ducation, Book vi, Prang Educational Company, Boston, 1905, 
p. 1. 
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.CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Although only a few of the Experiences were taught, the 
results were favorable. The interest shown by the classes 
in this particular type of vocabulary teaching was obvious. 
The co-operation of the pupils in bringing to class 
illustrative materials pertaining to color and shape to 
supplement the teacher's materials was gratifying. Arguments 
overheard in the corridors and in the cafeteria regarding 
the color or shape of certain person's features or specific 
objects revealed that the lessons were extending beyond 
the classroom. 
The training of the sense of sight, even when limited 
to the area of color and shape, could be but lightly 
covered in this Workb ook for it presents an almost inexhaust-
ible topic. 
Personal description was confined to the briefe s t 
examination of the coloring and shaP,e of facial features. 
This subject could easily be expanded to encompass all 
aspects of personal description and serve as compositional 
material for an entire semester. 
Experiences in the field of color furnished some 
foundation. Lessons could be extended to include other 
-106-
phases of the topic such as: the psychological effect of 
color on people, the part it plays in safety, color harmony 
as it affects the home and the individual's apparel, and 
the functional part it plays in industry and nature. 
The study of shape could lead to many other avenues 
of interest to the adolescent. Boys and girls of this age 
should enjoy studying plans of modern houses and deciding 
on the styles of furniture and accessories suitable to the 
style of their ideal homes~ 
Opportunities for further correlation of color and 
shape especially in the various branches of nature study are 
numerous. 
It is the firm belief of the writer that the sharpening 
of observation in the areas of color and shape could become 
a continuous challenge to pupils if genuine interest is 
aroused through novel introductory teaching lessons. 
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